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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Mekong Business Initiative (MBI) was launched by the Asian Development Bank (ADB)
and the Australian Government in early 2015 to catalyze private sector development through
improvements in the business enabling environments of emerging ASEAN markets in the
Greater Mekong Subregion (Cambodia, Lao People’s Democratic Republic (Lao PDR),
Myanmar, and Viet Nam – collectively ASEAN-4 or CLMV). MBI targets its activities across
three pillars: improved public/private dialogue on private sector development (PSD) polices
and regulations (business advocacy), supporting a more robust financing environment (access
to finance), and a more dynamic innovation ecosystem (support for innovation). To implement
its programs, MBI collaborates strategically with business groups representing small and
medium enterprises (SMEs), young entrepreneurs, and women-owned businesses (WOBs).
Impact
MBI tracks its impact by the number of companies registered in CLMV and the percentage of
SMEs in CLMV that export. Available data indicates CLMV is on track to meet MBI’s target of
900,000 companies registered by the end of 20181 while the 2018 target of 39% of SMEs in
CLMV exporting is expected to be delayed.2 Although overall exports by SMEs have increased
in absolute terms, they have done so at a slower rate than that of foreign direct investment
(and overall), resulting in a decreased percentage since the baseline.
Outcome
MBI Outcome Indicators
Target

Outcome Indicators

2015/2016
Progress

2017
Progress

Status-End
2017

10

Business regulations or policies created or changed

8

8

16

5

Sustainable public private dialogue groups or platforms
created

4

1

5

6

Scalable and sustainable alternative financing models
available

5

2

7

6

Scalable and sustainable entrepreneurship/innovation
support programs, and business models available

5

5

10

$2,208,333

$12,074,667

$14,283,000

$1,500,000

Total funds leveraged ($)

By end 2017, MBI met or exceeded all outcome targets for the entirety of the program. As
indicated in the table above, in 2017 MBI:
•

Achieved an additional eight business regulations or policies created or changed;

Based on end-2016, 2017 data not yet available.
ADB identified the baseline percentage of companies exporting at 37% using 2014 data. Subsequent revisions in country
level data and an increase in foreign direct investment resulted in an overall decrease in the combined figure to 23.67% at
end 2017. Appendix III provides additional information.
1
2
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•

Assisted in the establishment of an additional public private dialogue group/platform;

•

Assisted in the establishment of an additional two alternative financing models; and

•

Contributed to the development of a further five entrepreneurship/innovation support
programs/business models.

These successes are highlighted throughout this summary and further detailed in this report
and Appendix III.
In 2017, MBI exceeded 2016 and overall performance targets on the leveraging of private
sector resources in the implementation of MBI activities, which totaled $12,074,667.3 In
addition, MBI’s efforts were well aligned with other government and development partner
activities, leveraging off an additional $4,075,000 in partner resourcing. Appendix IV outlines
these figures in detail.
In 2017, MBI successfully built on the strong results of the last two years to improve the
business enabling environments across CLMV, contributing to enhanced competitiveness
overall and narrowing the development gap between the CLMV countries and their more
advanced ASEAN/Mekong peers. In 2017, MBI contributed to reducing the regulatory burden
faced by SMEs and increased the capacity of SMEs to influence policy. MBI’s activities further
enhanced access to finance and investment for SMEs in these markets. MBI also connected
entrepreneurs and small businesses directly with commercial partners, investment
opportunities, and innovations to grow and scale businesses across four verticals: agricultural
technology (agritech), financial technology (fintech), smart cities, and tourism.
Key Results by Pillar
Business Advocacy:

•

•

•

•
•

3

Worked with the Lao National Chamber of Commerce and Industry (LNCCI) to
review and comment on the new Lao Investment Promotion Law. The law included
positive changes to the regulator framework for investors and worked to remove
barriers to investment. The law also reduces financial requirements for launching a
business.
Supported the passage of Myanmar Company Law, the first major statutory update
on company law in 103 years. The law embraces modern company law principles and
enhances the legal framework for investors. It also allows foreigners to take up to
35% ownership in local companies, which will enhance foreign investment and
knowledge transfer.
Facilitated full independence of the LNCCI from the Ministry of Industry and
Commerce (MOIC) and the launch of an LNCCI Think-Tank to discuss and
recommend reforms that enhance the business enabling environment in Lao PDR.
Supported the launch and establishment of the ASEAN Young Entrepreneurs
Association at the ASEAN Summit 2017.
Worked closely with legislators and the private sector (especially a national coalition
of women’s business associations) to include specific inputs into Viet Nam’s SME
Support law, including provisions to support women-owned SMEs and the ability of
startups to access venture capital.

All “$” figures are in Unites States (US) Dollars.
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•

•

Supported the Vietnam Private Sector Forum 2017 (established in 2016 with MBI
support) in achieving Prime Ministerial and senior cabinet attendance. MBI and its
partnership with the VPSF also successfully prevented updates to the Criminal Code
from inadvertently penalizing e-commerce activities, secured participation by the
private sector the Prime Minister’s administrative reform council, and reduced
surcharges in the critical northern Port of Hai Phong by 20%.
MBI become a founding partner of the Women’s Initiative for Start-ups and
Entrepreneurship (WISE) focusing on women-owned start-ups and aspiring
entrepreneurs. WISE’s network has expanded across Viet Nam with partnerships
extending across CLMV. WISE is also a partner an all MBI-supported accelerator
programs (innovation challenges).

Access to Finance:

•
•

•

•

MBI’s assistance to the Cambodian Investor Club’s (CIC) peer-to-peer lending
platform provided $1.5 million in short-term finance to Cambodian businesses.
MBI continued to support the Mekong Angel Investor Network’s structure and
governance. The network financed around $200,000 across Cambodia ($140k), Lao
PDR ($10k), and Myanmar ($50k) while MBI’s partnership with the iAngel Network
in Vietnam saw around $2.5 million in investments.
MBI’s partnership with Yoma bank directly informed the design of a pilot commercial
agrifinance product in the corn value chain, successfully disbursing around $3 million
in finance by the end of 2017. Critically, this product is the first known form of semisecured lending product (requiring only a fraction of standard collateral
requirements) ever to be launched in Myanmar. Yoma estimates its financing of corn
dealers has reached 6,800 farmers. Prior to launching the product, MBI surveyed the
corn value chain to understand needs, especially for women. It learned that women
are integral to the chain, serving as dealers, sub-dealers, and chief farmers within
households.
Supported the expansion of the Kiu e-commerce platform including the launching of
three mobile technologies assisting SMEs to access finance and better connecting
them to export at scale. By the end of 2017, Kiu had on-boarded over 5,000
companies across Bangladesh (non-MBI focus country), Cambodia, Myanmar, and
Viet Nam.

Support for Innovation:

•

Supported the development and implementation of four business/market access
accelerators across the priority verticals: agritech, tourism, fintech (Viet Nam only),
and smart cities (Viet Nam only). By end 2017, these accelerators were at varying
levels of implementation with smart cities and tourism being the most mature.
o In its first year, the tourism accelerator had two cohorts of finalists, 12 from the
market access track that represent mature companies seeking to enter CLMV
markets, and 12 from the startup accelerator track, which supports CLMV startups
launching tourism products. Market access companies have seen significant growth
since being selected as a finalist. For example, LokaLocal launched tours in Lao
PDR and TakeMeTour launched tour inventory in Cambodia as a result of their
market access tours. Golfreserv added golf courses in Viet Nam and Adventure
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Bucket List is in talks with two Viet Nam city government departments of tourism.
Appendix VI provides additional detail.
o The first smart cities finalist cohort (15 companies) presented to government and
large corporate officials in November 2017. Following this pitch all companies
received mentorship support and four companies, Xjera Labs, MimosaTek,
Whizpace and GridComm are discussing large contracts with government and
private sector partners. Xjera Labs signed a nondisclosure agreement with the
Vietnam Post and Technologies Group, a major smart city technology provider.
Additional detail is in Appendix VI.
o For agritech and fintech see the Pillar 3 and Moving Forward sections of this report.
All accelerators have attracted private sector investment with positive indications
of potential long-term commercial partnerships to sustain them in future.
•

MBI’s partnerships with Ho Chi Minh City’s Saigon Innovation Hub (SIHUB) and Da
Nang Business Incubator (DNES) led to an expansion of their business development
and acceleration work. SIHUB raised co-financing of about $500,000 (across 2016 and
2017) in support for 14 start-up projects while DNES similarly financed $150,000 to
support the incubation of 30 local start-ups.

Gender
The ADB classifies MBI as an effective gender mainstreamed project.4 Therefore, MBI
considers the needs of women-led businesses and women entrepreneurs in the design and
implementation of its activities. MBI
implements both targeted interventions
Gender Mainstreaming Approach
to benefit women-led businesses and
entrepreneurs and applies principles to 1) Effective gender mainstreaming criteria: MBI
develops gender classification criteria to
ensure gender equality across its
evaluate project designs before implementation.
portfolio.
2) Technical advice and leadership: MBI has a

•

Worked with women business
team of gender advisors on hand to provide
associations on the inclusion of two
technical assistance.
provisions related to WOBs in Viet 3) Two-track programming on gender equity:
Nam’s SME Law. The law defines
MBI integrates women’s empowerment and
gender equality considerations into existing
WOBs and states a preference for
projects as well as designing targeted gender
women-owned SMEs and those
projects.
using majority female labor.

•

All four of MBI’s industry-specific
gender equality questions into monitoring and
innovation challenges selected
evaluation tools and reporting formats to ensure
talented WOBs as finalists. In 2017,
accountability on gender equality commitments.
tourism and smart cities finalists, 5) Risk identification & management: MBI
identifies potential risks to gender equality and
(including
WOBs)
received
develops strategies to mitigate those risks.
mentorship, access to potential

4) Monitoring & evaluation: MBI incorporates

ADB defines a project as effective gender mainstreamed if the project outcome is not exclusively dedicated to gender
quality or women’s economic empowerment but the project outputs are designed to directly improve women’s access to
social services, and/or economic and financial resources and opportunities, and/or basic rural and urban infrastructure, and/or
enhancing voices and rights, which contribute to gender equality and women’s empowerment.
4
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funders, clients and collaborators, and industry-specific guidance. Agritech and fintech
finalists will receive these supports in 2018.
o 60% of smart cities challenge finalists had women as founders or top-executives.
o 31% of tourism challenge finalists had women co-founders.
o 65% of agritech finalists had female top executives or co-founders.
o At least 12% of fintech finalists had women as top executives.5
•

Collaborated with the SIHUB to launch the Women’s Initiative for Startup and
Entrepreneurship (WISE). It aims to support women who want to start a business and
to develop a thriving innovation ecosystem for women. WISE began in Ho Chi Minh
City and has already expanded its work across Viet Nam and is providing guidance to
aligned organizations across CLMV.

Independent Mid Term Evaluation (IMTE)
An Independent Mid-Term Evaluation (IMTE) was delivered to the ADB in October 2017. It
assessed MBI to be working well as a regional program and noted the need, demand, and
scope for a subsequent phase of the program. The IMTE further commended ADB’s efficient
use of funds in implementing the program, in particular its approach to saving resources
through bringing in experts as needed thereby reducing overall consultant and management
fees. The IMTE also noted MBI’s prudence in focusing on activities where few development
partners are active, but which complement the ongoing long-term business climate reform
activities supported by other programs.
The IMTE also highlighted the need to evolve the MBI’s Design and Monitoring Framework.
Specifically, collecting more detailed, impact-oriented indicators, with gender disaggregation,
would allow for a better assessment of the impact and contribution of MBI’s interventions. It
further noted that the program could make better use of its monitoring evaluation and gender
resources as well as better leverage ADB’s broader relationships and networks in
implementing activities. Given the slight delay in delivery of the IMTE, its recommendations
will be incorporated into the design of any subsequent phase of the program.6
Moving Forward
The current phase of MBI is due to conclude in June 2018. Until then, MBI will consolidate its
portfolio to ensure timely implementation of all activities, particularly the active
accelerator/innovation challenges for agritech, fintech, and tourism. Through these and other
activities, MBI will focus on ensuring the long-term sustainability of efforts by strengthening
the value of services for beneficiaries, including corporates, investors and governments.
MBI’s design provides the Australian Government and the Asian Development Bank the
option of supporting additional phases of the program, subject to sufficient reform momentum
and results yielded. A decision will be made by both partners in 2018 on whether to support
a subsequent phase of the program beyond June 2018.

The agritech and fintech finalists were selected in early 2018.
MBI was designed with the option of being a multi-phase program but any decision to support a subsequent phase of MBI
would need to be agreed by the Australian Government and the Asian Development Bank (ADB).
5
6
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INTRODUCTION
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the Australian
Government jointly launched the Mekong Business Initiative
(MBI) in 2015. MBI works to accelerate private sector
development in the emerging Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) countries of Cambodia, Lao People’s
Democratic Republic (Lao PDR), Myanmar, and Viet Nam
(collectively known as CLMV).

MBI’s vision is to
catalyze private
sector-led innovation
and growth in CLMV
by working with
government and
private sector actors.

MBI develops and implements subprojects within three pillars:
business advocacy, access to finance, and support for
innovation. Each subproject aligns with at least one of MBI’s
pillars and operates in at least one CLMV country, although many subprojects address more
than one pillar and several projects take place in two or more countries. MBI’s portfolio
approach allows it to be flexible by scaling up or scaling down activities annually based on the
achieved results.
The ADB implements MBI using a core team of project staff based in Ha Noi, Viet Nam.
Country teams across CLMV manage implementation. Specialists in gender, law, monitoring
and evaluation, and other topics work with MBI as short-term consultants. In addition, the
Australian Government’s Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) provides strategic
guidance. The ADB and the Australian Government agreed to extend MBI's implementation
to June 2018 to ensure completion of all activities in the 2017 workplan and to take advantage
of greater opportunities to profile MBI results in 2018.
In 2016, MBI’s design and monitoring framework (DMF) was updated to list additional
measures aimed at enhancing outcome reporting. Appendix I contains the complete current
version of MBI’s DMF. The MBI Strategic Framework (Figure 1) aligns to MBI’s DMF.
State of SMEs in Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, and Viet Nam
Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, and Viet Nam are richly endowed with natural resources and have
significant potential for tourism and commercial agriculture – both of which, if fostered, can
increase employment in rural areas and broadly benefit the region’s 170 million residents.
ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) integration provides opportunities for businesses within
CLMV to join regional and global value chains, facilitating economic diversification. The countries
of CLMV are geographically well-positioned between the People’s Republic of China and India,
creating potential for them to become regional trading hubs. Despite these advances and
opportunities, there are few connections between foreign invested industries and domestic
private enterprises.
Since 2000, economic liberalization and reforms across CLMV have improved the business
environment and stimulated economic growth. Yet, over 95% of all enterprises in the region
remain small or medium-sized (SMEs). Most are small. These SMEs create as many as three out
of every four jobs. MBI focuses on catalyzing innovation by working with the private sector and
government actors to help SMEs grow.
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MBI’s DMF and Strategic Framework aligns with key country and regional strategies, plans,
and policies. All emphasize the importance of engaging and supporting the private sector,
particularly SMEs and startups. MBI’s unique modality allows it to support existing ADB
operations and strengthen the links and synergies between ADB’s sovereign and nonsovereign programs.
Figure 1: MBI Strategic Framework

MBI Value Propositions
Flexibility: MBI operates independently of
government entities, enabling it to
collaborate with more than one government
agency and implement programs at the
national and subnational level.
Client-focus: MBI engages directly with the
private sector to ensure that its interventions
are market-driven. MBI works with business
groups on business advocacy, using private
sector expertise and funding.
Innovation: MBI’s flexible framework
enables partnerships with the private sector
that pilot innovative business models.

Strategy Alignment
MBI’s approach aligns with the:
▪ AEC Blueprint 2025 Vision,
▪ The Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS)
Economic Framework 2012-2022,
▪ DFAT’s Strategic Framework 20152019,
▪ ADB’s individual country partnership
strategies for Cambodia, Lao PDR,
Myanmar, and Viet Nam, and
▪ The national socioeconomic
development strategies of CLMV
governments.

Gender Mainstreaming at MBI
Women in CLMV have untapped potential to contribute to economic growth and create jobs.
However, they face challenges in developing and expanding their businesses. While MBI looks to
promote all business activities, it pays close attention to the needs of female entrepreneurs. Many
MBI projects have designs that include a specific set of activities and targets that aim to improve
women’s position within the private sector and women in business.
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KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
MBI measures its achievements through high-level outcomes related to an improved business
enabling environment for small and medium business enterprises (SME) in Cambodia, Lao
PDR, Myanmar, and Viet Nam (CLMV). For each of MBI’s three pillars there are also output
indicators. This section reviews the outcome indicators for 2017, explores progress against
output indicators and other major accomplishments within each pillar, and provides an
explanation of how MBI engages in gender mainstreaming activities.
Building on the success of the first two years of the project, the project’s five central outcome
performance indicators all saw progress in 2017. MBI has already met or exceeded all targets.
The appendices of this report provide detailed information on all MBI indicators.7
MBI Outcome Indicators
Target

Outcome Indicators

2015/2016
Progress

2017
Progress

Status-End
2017

10

Business regulations or policies created or changed

8

8

16

5

Sustainable public private dialogue groups or platforms
created

4

1

5

6

Scalable and sustainable alternative financing models
available

5

2

7

6

Scalable and sustainable entrepreneurship/innovation
support programs, and business models available

5

5

10

$2,208,333

$12,074,667

$14,283,000

$1,500,000

Total funds leveraged ($)

Across CLMV, governments are drafting regulations and policies
meant to foster growth. MBI connects the voice of the private
sector to these government efforts. In 2017, MBI successfully influenced national policy in
Myanmar, Lao PDR, and Viet Nam.
Business Regulations

ADB and the Government of Japan provided technical assistance to the Government of
Myanmar as it developed a new Company Law that passed in 2017. The law is a significant
step forward in corporate governance, as it embraces modern company law principles and
enhances Myanmar’s legal framework for investors. The law also permits foreigners to invest
up to 35% in local companies which will invite foreign investment and knowledge transfer.
MBI supported the inclusion of the voice of SMEs throughout the drafting process and the
development of an SME guidebook to educate SMEs on national legal requirements. The
guidebook is being issued to SMEs across the country.
In 2017, with MBI’s legal advisory support, the Lao National Chamber of Commerce (LNCCI)

In addition to the outcome indicators in the chart below, MBI also tracked co-financing. Co-financing refers to funds
contributed by MBI partners to subprojects. This is in contrast to total funds leveraged, which refers to funding mobilized
from private-sector third parties for an initiative. In 2016, MBI partners co-financed outcomes in the amount of $1,983,000.
In 2017, MBI partners co-financed outcomes in the amount of $4,075,000. Additional information on the breakdown of cofinancing and resources leveraged is available in Appendix IV.
7
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Efficiency
To ensure efficiency, MBI develops and
implements programs by:
▪ Leveraging third party funds,
▪ Co-financing programs with the private
sector, and
▪ Working primarily as a technical
assistance provider with local
knowledge and expertise rather than
financer.

separated from the Ministry of Industry and
Commerce (MoIC), strengthening LNCCI’s
ability to be the national voice of the private
sector. MBI collaborated with LNCCI to share
key information from the Vietnam Chamber of
Commerce that supported their efforts.
LNCCI set up an independent think-tank that
brings together business association members,
academia, and government players to review
PSD-related legislation.

MBI also worked with LNCCI to advocate for
revisions to the Law on Investment Promotion
by engaging stakeholders in consultations about the law and assisting the Think-Tank in
drafting position papers. The amendments, which became active in April 2017, help alleviate
barriers to investment and streamline the process for new companies establishing themselves
in Lao PDR. The law reduces minimum registered capital for most industries, promotes
specific business sectors in investment incentives, and provides guidelines for foreign
investment.
In Viet Nam, MBI facilitated the formation of a nationwide coalition of women-owned
businesses. This coalition and other innovation ecosystem stakeholders worked with MBI to
give government leaders technical inputs for a new SME Law during the drafting process. This
included commissioning policy papers developed through consultations. The efforts led to the
integration of provisions that will support women-owned SMEs and startups across Viet Nam.
MBI facilitated two benchmarking sessions at a 2016 Fintech Boot Camp in Singapore aimed
at Asia-Pacific regulators. MBI also supported travel for CLMV regulators to learn from the
Hong Kong Monetary Authority. These activities helped build consensus to form a fintech
committee at the State Bank of Vietnam in 2017.
MBI builds and empowers groups that facilitate public-private
dialogue. In 2017, MBI worked with stakeholders in Cambodia
to develop an action plan that led to the launch of the ASEAN Young Entrepreneurs
Association (AYEA). For the second year, MBI worked with the Vietnam Young
Entrepreneurs Association (VYEA) to host the Vietnam Private Sector Forum (VPSF). In 2017,
VPSF boosted its reputation as a trusted platform for public sector and private sector
dialogue. VPSF successfully prevented the Criminal Code from inadvertently penalizing ecommerce activities and for the inclusion of the private sector in the PSD committee on
administrative reform.8 MBI also worked with VPSF to quickly respond to newly imposed
surcharges on all goods leaving the port in Hai Phong province, the busiest in Northern Viet
Nam. Building a coalition of ten other trade agencies to develop a coordinated response, VPSF
and MBI prepared amicus briefs and built a case against the surcharges. These efforts brought
the issue to the attention of the Prime Minister and resulted in a 20% reduction in the
surcharges.

Sustainable Dialogues

Responsibilities of the Administrative Reform Council includes design, oversight and monitoring, and business administrative
reforms programs.
8
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In Myanmar, MBI worked with Yoma Bank to complete market
diagnostics and develop a new agricultural value chain loan
product. The product, which is partially secured by a 15% cash deposit as collateral, targeted
large corn dealers in the Shan and Northern Shan states, a very important agricultural region
in Myanmar. Yoma Bank lent nearly $3 million in 2017 and plans to expand the pilot to about
$5 million in total loans by mid-2018.9
Alternative Financing

After a long-term effort to use innovation as a means of building the export capability of
businesses in CLMV, MBI’s partner Kiu launched three mobile technologies that build a
company’s ability to access financing and increase a company’s ability to export at scale. By
the end of 2017, 5,000 companies were already using Kiu’s technology.
In 2016, MBI provided technical
assistance to Ho Chi Minh City
(HCMC) and Da Nang to support startups and innovation through the Saigon Innovation Hub
(SIHUB) and the Danang Business Incubation Center (DNES). In 2017 these two entities were
able to build on the successes of 2016 and reach thousands of entrepreneurs. MBI also helped
DNES develop a SME Startup toolkit.

Entrepreneurship and Innovation Programs

Officially launched in 2016, the Mekong Innovative Startups in Tourism (MIST) challenge
selected and mentored its first cohort of finalists in early 2017. MBI and the GMS TWG
Secretariat Mekong Tourism Coordinating Office (MTCO) designed and co-organized MIST.
MIST connected finalists to incubators, investors, government officials, peers, and prize
money. The press wrote more than 360 positive media stories and there were 1.5 million
social media shares about MIST.10 Several MIST startups have already raised investments and
developed new corporate partnerships. MIST 2017 was able to attract $40,000 from
corporate sponsors and $50,000 from MTCO.
Building on that success and a strategic decision to support innovation in high-impact sectors,
MBI developed the Mekong Agriculture Technology Challenge (MATCh) for the region and
the Fintech Challenge Vietnam (FCV), and Smart City Innovation Challenge (SCIC) exclusively
Cambodian Entrepreneur Leverages MBI Support to Expand
Four years ago, Langda Chea was frustrated by poor customer service and scams across
Cambodia’s diffused bus system. So, he developed BookMeBus. Initially a central resource for
bus schedules, he expanded the platform to include ticket booking. Leveraging funds accessed
through contacts made with the Mekong Angel Investor Network (MAIN), Langda now works
with over 40 bus companies.
Seeing a ten-fold growth in sales in just a single year, BookMeBus felt poised for growth. So, in
2017 they applied to the Mekong Innovative Startups in Tourism (MIST) innovation challenge to
gain support expanding to Myanmar. MBI’s MIST is now working to connect Langda and
BookMeBus to local resources to foster the company’s expansion and improve the experience of
domestic and international tourists in Cambodia and Myanmar.

All “$” figures are in Unites States (US) Dollars.
MBI utilizes CoverageBook to track this information. CoverageBook is a PR measurement service that tracks coverage
and social media shares. Additional information on CoverageBook’s methodology is available in Appendix III.
9

10
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for Viet Nam. FCV, MATCh, and MIST all supported entrepreneurs in CLMV and established
businesses from outside the region that want help entering local markets. SCIC had a single
track for applications from around the world, including from Viet Nam, that targeted the
smart city priorities of the country’s largest cities.
The first application cycles for these four initiatives led to 720 applications.11 SCIC’s first round
of finalists took part in the inaugural Demo Day in late 2017 and began to explore contracts
with government leaders in Viet Nam’s cities and with large corporates. MATCh and FCV will
select their first set of finalists in 2018. MBI is now leveraging partnerships to identify and
support companies through these challenges.
In 2017, MBI worked with like-minded stakeholders to launch the Women’s Initiative for
Startup and Entrepreneurship (WISE). WISE hopes to become the best-connected network
of women-owned and led startups in Viet Nam. In addition to building an online community,
WISE has also worked with women-owned companies involved in MBI’s innovation challenges
to provide additional support during its first seven months.
In 2017 MBI exceeded overall performance targets on the leveraging
of private sector resources in the implementation of MBI activities,
with an overall total of $12,074,667. MBI’s efforts were well aligned with other government
and development partner priorities. These partners contributed an additional $4,075,000 in
2017. Appendix IV provides a detailed breakdown of private sector resources leveraged and
co-financing by partners.

Funds Leveraged

The following pages explore the main outputs of MBI’s work in 2017, organized by MBI’s three
pillars:
1) Improved public-private dialogue,
2) More robust financing environment for SMEs, and
3) More dynamic innovation ecosystem.
For each pillar, the report presents progress towards MBI’s output indicator targets.
Appendix V contains additional information on MBI’s output activities.
Sustainability
MBI works to create long-term sustainability by implementing policies to:
▪ Identify and create partnerships,
▪ Conduct capacity building work with organizations that can become implementation
partners,
▪ Identify project champions,
▪ Support young entrepreneurs to drive innovation,
▪ Recruit funding from collaborators,
▪ Connect MBI initiatives to each other, and
▪ Create value for stakeholders: entrepreneurs, investors, government, corporate partners,
service providers, and sponsors.

11

FCV – 140 applications, MIST – 256 applications, MATCh – 127 applications, and SCIC – 197 applications.
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Pillar 1: Improved Public-Private Dialogue
For the private sector to grow and thrive in
CLMV, policies and regulations affecting private
sector development (PSD) require policy
creators to understand the needs of the private
sector. Many donor programs and international
governments work to improve PSD policies, but
few engage the private sector in the development
of policy proposals.

Pillar 1
2017 Key Subprojects
▪ Increased transparency on SME
registration, licensing, and
inspection in Cambodia
▪ Raising the voice of the private
sector in Lao PDR & Viet Nam

▪ PSD framework and action plan in
Without private sector engagement, policies
Myanmar
often create short-term benefits rather than
▪ Improved policy framework to
sustained structural adjustments that encourage
support SME development in Viet
business formalization and growth. MBI works
Nam
with private sector organizations to understand
challenges and empower the organizations to
share their perspectives with government officials. In 2017, subprojects in Pillar 1 focused on
country-specific strategies.

In 2017, MBI successfully supported the Young Entrepreneurs Association of
Cambodia (YEAC) in developing a strategic plan to increase collaboration
with other regional groups.

Cambodia

MBI also worked on developing two reports to inform policy. The first was a startup
ecosystem report developed with YEAC. It articulated the specific challenges faced by
women-owned businesses (WOBs) and provided startups, incubators, and SMEs with the first
complete picture of the environment they work within. The research named several
challenges faced by startups including few eco-system builders, a lack of affordable financing,
and unclear policy support. Second, MBI sponsored a study on e-commerce readiness with
several business associations to evaluate opportunities and barriers in Cambodia.
Stakeholders shared the final report with the Ministry of Commerce. Although both reports
were shared with the Government, substantive policy changes have not yet been made, as the
MBI Pillar 1 Output Indicators
Target

Output Indicators

2015/2016
Progress

2017
Progress

Status-End
2017

12

Public-private stakeholder consultations

11

43

54

18

PSD regulations on policies drafted or commented on

15

23

38

30

White papers and other diagnostic work on PSD regulation
and policy issues submitted to government by business
groups and other partners, including ones on gender
dimensions

21

11

32

518 articles

1260 articles
123.7m views

1000 articles
20m views

Media coverage of work supported by MBI and its partners
(across all three pillars)*

9.3m views

2.87m social
shares

1,778 articles
133m coverage
views
2.87m social
shares

* MBI began tracking social media shares in 2017. See Appendix III for more information on the calculation of this data.
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Ministry of Commerce is not currently prioritizing policy in these areas.
Cambodia’s PSD regulatory environment is complex and confusing, so MBI partnered with
the YEAC, Cambodia Women Entrepreneurs Association, and the Cambodia Chamber of
Commerce to complete a gap analysis and develop an online information hub, known as the
Business Information Center (BIC) to give business owners the information they need. BIC is
an open platform for SME support services. Despite receiving support from the private sector
and Ministry of Industry and Handicrafts, BIC is not yet operational. Attempts to license BIC
with YEAC were denied because business registration with an organization is not currently
possible in Cambodia. The YEAC is now working on an alternative licensing approach with
individuals on its Board of Directors. BIC faced human resource challenges that have further
delayed its successful launch.
When MBI began, Lao PDR had a small private sector. To foster growth, MBI
started a partnership with the Lao National Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (LNCCI). In 2017, MBI focused on collaborating with LNCCI to launch the Provincial
Facilitation for Investment and Trade Index (ProFIT) and support the LNCCI Think-Tank.
Lao PDR

MBI led trainings on research, position paper writing, and presentation skills for the LNCCI
Think-Tank. Now it regularly brings together voices from the private-sector, academia, and
government to discuss PSD. Leveraging technical assistance from MBI, LNNCI successfully
launched ProFIT to understand the business favorability of all 17 provinces in Lao PDR. Using
Viet Nam’s Provincial Competitiveness index as a guide, LNNCI hopes to encourage all
provinces to become more favorable to the private-sector. LNCCI’s partnership with MBI
also helped them become independent from the Ministry of Industry and Commerce (MoIC).
This allows LNCCI to be more independent and objective in providing feedback to
government on policy.
Leveraging knowledge gained from MBI-supported research, the Lao Businesswomen’s
Association (LBWA) formed a WOB working
group within the Lao Business Forum in 2017.
MBI Facilitates South-South
This working group then developed a position
Cooperation
paper on the challenges of WOBs for LNCCI.
In 2005, Viet Nam developed the Provincial
MBI also worked with a co-working space in
Competitiveness Index (PCI) to understand
Vientiane to integrate acceleration and
the comparative favorability of the business
incubation programs.
Myanmar has fewer national
Myanmar
policies and regulations than
other CLMV countries. Therefore, MBI has
focused on engaging with the government to
create initial PSD policies. A fundamental
piece of this work is the Myanmar Indicative
Private Sector Development Framework and
Action Plan. Adopted in 2016, the plan
discusses the constraints faced by businesses
in Myanmar and provides a roadmap for
improvement.
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environment in Viet Nam’s 63 provinces.
The PCI helped build positive competition
between provinces and improved PSD
country-wide.

Using the PCI as a model, the Provincial
Facilitation for Investment and Trade Index
(ProFIT) hopes to achieve similar outcomes
for Lao PDR. MBI worked with LNCCI to
develop ProFIT by enabling knowledge
transfer from Vietnamese PCI experts,
advocating for the adoption of ProFIT by the
Prime Minister and building LNCCI’s
capacity to implement the index survey.
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PSD committees were organized in parallel to the five pillars of the plan. These committees
now support its implementation. In 2017, MBI supported the legal and regulatory reform and
access to finance committees, while different entities provided technical assistance to the
other committees. MBI also worked with ADB and the Government of Japan to ensure the
inclusion of SMEs in the drafting of a new Company Law. After the law passed, MBI prepared
a guidebook for SMEs about the law that is now being distributed across the country.
In April 2017, Viet Nam promulgated its first law supporting SMEs and startups.
MBI collaborated with the Hanoi Women’s Association of SMEs (HAWASME)
on a report that analyzed the needs of women-owned SMEs in Viet Nam in 2016. The report
made several policy recommendations including defining women-owned SMEs and stipulating
that women-owned SMEs are entitled to assistance. Initial drafts of the law did not include
these provisions, so MBI worked with HAWASME to speak directly with lawmakers and finally
ensured their inclusion.
Viet Nam

MBI also successfully advocated to have a provision removed from the law during the drafting
stages. Initial drafts required banks to allocate 30% of their bank portfolio to SMEs. Instead of
a listed quota, the final law encourages regulators to facilitate greater access to funding for
SMEs, therefore supporting market-based solutions rather than strict requirements on banks.
In addition, the law gives tax breaks to facilitate venture investment in startups. MBI also
worked to remove specific requirements for venture capital and ensured the law included
language supporting innovation in financial technology.
The SME Law now gives a broad framework for the regulation of SMEs in Viet Nam. This will
enable the successful creation of future policies favorable to SMEs around more specific areas.
After helping to form it, MBI worked with the Women’s Initiative for Startup and
Entrepreneurship (WISE) to engage SMEs and help WISE build a community on Facebook.
This community will support future MBI activities and strengthen MBI’s ability to meet genderrelated targets. WISE also led the APEC Women Entrepreneur Forum and the APEC
Workshop on Facilitating Market Access for Women-led SMEs through e-Commerce. At the
end of 2017, WISE collaborated with BK Holdings, Vietnam Consulting Group, and the US
Embassy to train nearly 200 female lecturers from Ha Noi, HCMC, and Can Tho12 on
entrepreneurship, empowering the lecturers to use the expertise gained to excite university
students across the country.
MBI continued its partnership with the Vietnam Young Entrepreneurs Association (VYEA) by
providing technical inputs to their launch of Shark Tank Viet Nam, a television program
focused on startup investment. During its first season Shark Tank investors pledged over $5
million to 22 companies. Businesses were also able to promote their products to a national
audience and increase viewer interest in entrepreneurship. In addition to providing technical
inputs ahead of its launch, MBI provided the show with access to mentors from the Viet Nam
Mentors Initiative that MBI helped establish.
MBI also worked with VYEA to host the second Viet Nam Private Sector Forum (VPSF). Viet
Nam’s Prime Minister, government officials, and 800 private sector representatives attended
the July 2017 event. VPSF Forum 2017 had at least six consultations, including on logistical
12

The final training in this series (Can Tho) took place in early 2018.
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development strategy, new policy for renewable energy, promotional policy for private
investment in agriculture, trade facilitation, startups, and customs. There have already been
several regulatory changes as a result of the work of the VPSF including: inclusion of the
private sector in reform conversations, drafted venture capital regulation, support for ecommerce, and a 20% reduction in proposed seaport surcharges at Northern Viet Nam’s
busiest port.
VPSF Lifts the Voice of the Private Sector
In 2017 the Vietnam Private Sector Forum (VPSF) received support from MBI to successfully
advocate for the needs of the private sector with the government. Specifically, in 2017 MBI
supported VPSF to:
▪ Ensure the private sector is formally included in the Prime Minister’s administrative reform
council, which is responsible for designing and monitoring business reform programs,
▪ Lobby for the exclusion of a provision that would have negatively impacted the e-commerce
industry in the Viet Nam Criminal Code, and
▪ Successfully lobby for a 20% reduction in seaport surcharges in Hai Phong, Viet Nam by
developing amicus briefs and delivering them to the Prime Minister.
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Pillar 2: More Robust Financing Environment for SMEs
Many SMEs in lower income markets struggle to
access financial services. Traditional financial
providers like banks find it unprofitable to reach
these markets due to transaction costs and higher
perceived risks. MBI is focused on supporting
innovative business models and using mobile
technology to fill gaps in financial markets across
CLMV.

Pillar 2
2017 Key Subprojects
▪ Promoting innovative financial
technology (fintech)
▪ Agricultural value chain financing
in Myanmar
▪ Supporting the commercialization
of the microfinance industry in
Myanmar

MBI is supporting both the public and private
sectors by working with regulators to understand
▪ Supporting angel investing
networks
innovative
approaches
and
supporting
entrepreneurs looking to develop new financial
solutions. MBI’s Pillar 2 projects promote new financial business models, channels, and
products that expand SME’s access to financial services to narrow the development gap. In
2017 MBI launched the Fintech Challenge Vietnam (FCV), marking a new phase in their
financial innovation support in CLMV.
MBI supports innovations in financial technology (fintech)
across CLMV by working with regulators, developing new
business models, and incubating and accelerating financial technology companies.

Public Sector Engagement

In 2017, MBI launched a fintech innovation challenge with the State Bank of
Vietnam (SBV), a group of commercial banks, the Vietnam Banks Association,
and the Vietnam Fintech Club. The region has historically been heavily
regulated, with conservative financial sectors that focus on serving larger
companies. The Fintech Challenge Vietnam (FCV) aims to provide new growth
and investment opportunities for local Vietnamese entrepreneurs by
promoting innovation. FCV received 141 applications in its inaugural year. In
2018, finalists will receive mentorship, networking, and partnerships with
potential investments that will help launch their businesses and innovate the financial system
in Viet Nam.
In the future, MBI hopes to expand the Challenge across the region. Once the model is
proven, MBI also believes that the effort can be commercialized or primarily supported by the
MBI Pillar 2 Output Indicators
Target

Output Indicators

2015/2016
Progress

2017
Progress

Status-End
2017

5

Policy issues on alternative finance (including gender
dimensions) identified in white papers and other diagnostic
work and submitted to government

3

2

5

11

Alternative financing business models, products, groups, and
network pilots developed

6

9

15

5

Assistance to business support and business advocacy
networks or associations that promote alternative investment

2

1

3
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fintech industry. The design of this challenge mirrors that of three other MBI innovation
challenges described in Pillar 3 with one additional feature: during the challenge program, MBI
is periodically convening key stakeholders and regional regulatory experts, along with fintech
practitioners and the broader financial services sector, to discuss fintech regulation as it
relates to specific priority areas. SBV designated these priority areas. The MBI-managed
program of regulatory workshops is referred to as the Deep Dive Program.
The formal financial sector often excludes SMEs because
regulations limit commercial banks’ ability to charge marketdetermined interest rates, making loans to SMEs unprofitable. MBI approaches its work on
the financial environment by influencing, supporting, and building the capacity of the financial
ecosystem and through collaboration within industries to address specific concerns.
Private Sector Solutions

To better understand these issues in Myanmar, MBI completed a study on how regulations
negatively affect the financing of commercial agricultural enterprises. The report, “Myths and
Maths: The Impact of Financial Regulations on Agriculture in Myanmar,” documented the state
of agricultural financing in Myanmar. It identified the issues that policy makers and regulators
should address to modernize the financial sector in order to positively impact the country’s
agricultural economy.
In Myanmar, microenterprise loans are capped at $10,000, leaving a large gap of potential
clients not currently served by the formal banking or microenterprise sectors. MBI and Yoma
Bank embarked on an effort to fill this gap within the corn value chain. Corn is an important
cash crop in Myanmar. Before developing a financial product, MBI conducted a survey of more
than 100 farmers and 30 dealers in the corn value chain to understand the needs of producers,
sub-dealers, and dealers.
The loan product was piloted in 2017, and an initial group of 37 corn dealers received more
than $3,000,000 in loans.13 These dealers are leveraging these funds to expand their business.
Sparking Exports with Fintech
With support from MBI, Kiu Limited Company recently launched several financial technology
products to help companies effectively explain their credit worthiness to banks and gain the
capital they need to export their products. After initially hoping to more directly support
exporting, MBI pivoted their approach and now expects that companies that successfully utilize
the KIU ERP (enterprise resource planning) platform and KIU Pay (helping companies manage
their short-term cash flow) will be well-positioned for growth, including exporting. KIU Pay and
KIU ERP help companies prepare to use KIU Market, which connects providers in Viet Nam with
buyers in Europe, Australia, and America.
By end-2017, KIU already had 5,000 customers, 30% are WOBs. After launching in Viet Nam, Kiu
now partners with commercial banks in Cambodia, Myanmar, and Bangladesh, and has built an
extensive network of partnerships to support their growth.

13 These

loan products were partially secured. Corn dealers had to provide a 15% cash deposit as collateral. The pilot targeted
large corn dealers in the Shan and Northern Shan States, a key agricultural region in Myanmar.
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These loans infuse working capital into
the corn value chain, helping to support
the businesses of sub-dealers and farmers
downstream. Yoma Bank estimates these
37 dealers reach 6,800 farmers.14 With
MBI’s continued support, Yoma Bank is
developing digital agriculture credit
operations and seeks to finance subdealers as a next step.
In 2016, MBI worked with a group of
lenders in Cambodia to develop the
Cambodian Investor Club (CiC), a
platform that mobilizes investors to
provide Cambodian SMEs with a new
solution to cash flow financing problems.
In 2017, the CiC platform extended
almost $1,500,000 in short-term
financing.

Driving Agribusiness Growth in Myanmar
Corn is Myanmar’s third largest agricultural
product. Currently, the country exports most of its
corn to China as animal feed, but local
development means that the domestic demand for
poultry feed is expected to grow. Like most
agricultural value chains in Myanmar, the corn
sector has struggled to access financing.
To support the long-term development of this
sector, MBI provided technical assistance to Yoma
Bank to help them develop a financial product
aimed at small and medium-sized traders. These
traders are pivotal to helping the sector increase
its overall capacity to meet higher demand.
In a pilot effort, MBI and Yoma loaned more than
$3,000,000 to 37 traders in the Northern Shan
State. By working with just three dozen traders, MBI
was able to influence 6,800 farmers downstream.
The early success of the pilot has encouraged
Yoma Bank to expand the pilot effort beyond
$3,000,000 by financing up to $5,000,000 through
mid-2018.

Angel investors provide SMEs with
strategic guidance and financing to build
and grow their companies. Having
previously worked with international angel investor syndicates to form the Mekong Angel
Investor Network (MAIN), in 2017 MBI focused on supporting its structure and governance.
Moving forward, MBI will give targeted technical assistance to support the long-term
sustainability of MAIN and its chapter networks, including helping to develop a more robust
pipeline of startup companies capable of receiving investment.
In 2017, MAIN developed local
trainings and hosted a regional
investor forum in Myanmar
that connected experienced
angel investor groups with
local investors. MAIN chapter
networks across Cambodia,
Lao PDR and Myanmar made
$200,00015 in investments, and
the Viet Nam Angel Investor
Network (iAngel Network)
saw $2.5 million in investments
from 11 iAngels.

As documented in the Yoma Bank Agribusiness Finance Programme Narrative Progress Report, Reporting Period January
2017 to December 2017, pg. 20.
15 Cambodian Angel Investor Network - $140,000, Lao Angel Investor Network - $10,000, Myanmar Angel Investor
Network - $50,000.
14
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Pillar 3: More Dynamic Innovation Ecosystem
Across the globe, entrepreneurs are developing
innovative solutions in fast growing sectors. In CLMV
this innovation is largely being driven by young
entrepreneurs that need support to unlock their
substantial innovation potential.
During 2017, MBI worked to identify innovation
constraints, propose solutions, work with government
and private sector stakeholders to encourage innovation
programs, back business incubators, and reduce
constraints so businesses can start and grow successfully.

Pillar 3
2017 Key Subprojects
▪ Supporting innovation and
PSD in Ha Noi, HCMC, Da
Nang
▪ Developing the incubator
industry in the Mekong

MBI knows that cities often drive the economic ecosystem,
so from the beginning in 2016, MBI developed initiatives in
specific CLMV cities that had leadership open to innovation. In 2016, MBI supported the
development of the SIHUB in HCMC and helped grow DNES in Da Nang. In 2017, MBI’s
supported SIHUB and DNES in expanding their activities, evaluating their performance, and
establishing funds that invest in technology solutions for urban infrastructure and public
service delivery solutions. Now working with increased skill and expertise, MBI can
collaborate with city-based champions like SIHUB and DNES to implement its other initiatives.
With cofinancing of $500,000 across 2016 and 2017, SIHUB conducted 14 startup projects,
incubation and acceleration capacity support activities, mentorship, and enterprise support
activities. DNES provided $5,000 grants to 30 startup teams to assist in their incubation.
Collaborating with Cities

In 2017, as the city-based efforts in HCMC, Da Nang, Phnom Penh, and Vientiane matured,
MBI was able to understand the specific requirements of entrepreneurs in these cities and
develop recommendations to share with government entities. Specifically, MBI surveyed the
readiness of SMEs to participate in the provision of public services for the Da Nang City
Government. The presentation of this report in August 2017 led to a pilot on SME inclusion.
Using learnings from its collaboration with cities, MBI developed
challenges to foster innovation in strategic industries. Each of
MBI’s four innovation challenges (MIST, MATCh, FCV, and SCIC) sought to support local

Innovating Industries

MBI Pillar 3 Output Indicators
Target

Output Indicators

2015/2016
Progress

2017
Progress

Status-End
2017

18

Policy issues related to innovation and entrepreneurship,
including their gender dimensions, identified in white papers,
and other diagnostic work and submitted to government by
business groups and other project partners

11

5

16

9

Entrepreneurship and innovation support programs piloted

5

3

8

10

Innovation business models that help SMEs get started and
grow piloted

5

6

11

8

Business advocacy and support networks or associations that
promote innovation supported

4

1

5
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entrepreneurs and attract international leaders to CLMV markets. The
challenges saw more than 700 applications in 201716, showing a strong
demand for the supports offered by the initiatives across their target
industries.
MIST launched in December 2016 and completed its first cycle in mid2017. It supports early-stage startups through mentorship, connection to
incubators, access to investors, government officials, peers, and the
opportunity to win grants. MIST also works with mature companies from
outside the region to localize their tourism products in CLMV.
In 2017, 256 companies applied for the program. In total, 12 CLMV tourism
startups and 12 mature tourism technology companies from around the
world received support from MBI to access new markets. Awardees are
already seeing a rise in the visibility of their businesses, capacity to raise
funds, and their ability to develop new corporate and strategic partners.
Within the market access track, four of the twelve companies have already
expanded in CLMV. Appendix VI provides additional information on all
finalists. Next year, MIST plans to expand its collaboration with industry
partners to ensure their engagement and generate sponsorships that will
offset the cost of implementation, thereby enhancing the sustainability of
the initiative.
The early success of MIST led MBI to launch two more industry-specific
challenges in 2017 within Pillar 3. First, SCIC helps smart city technologies
from around the world adapt to needs in Viet Nam. Prior to launching SCIC in July, MBI
worked with city governments to name a dozen priority areas where cities wanted to see
SCIC Finalist Wins Big Contract
Xjera Labs, one of the SCIC finalists, provides smart video content analytics. Their pitch at the
Smart City Vietnam Demo Day in November 2017 caught the attention of the Vietnam Post
and Telecommunications Group (VNPT). VNPT is an experienced provider of smart city
technologies throughout the country. With the support of MBI, Xjera Labs signed a
nondisclosure agreement with VPNT. VPNT plans to integrate Xjera Labs into their proposals
in multiple Viet Nam provinces moving forward.

SCIC Mentors Connect Companies to Key Markets
MimosaTEK launched in southern Viet Nam three years ago. The company, which was cofounded by a woman, provides technological solutions to improve agricultural efficiency. As a
SCIC finalist, MBI provided MimosaTEK with mentors in North and Central Viet Nam. These
mentors are well-known in the national innovation ecosystem. One MBI-provided mentor knew
that Da Nang was seeking an agri-tech solution, and so they connected MimosaTek with
government leaders. MimosaTek is now actively working with government leaders in Da Nang.
In addition, MimosaTEK is in discussions with Taipei, China and Buon Me Thuot province in Viet
Nam to deploy their high-tech agriculture products.

FCV (described in Pillar 2) – 140 applications, MIST – 256 applications, MATCh – 127 applications and SCIC – 197
applications.
16
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innovation. From this pool, 15 finalists were chosen to pitch in front of government leaders
and large domestic and multinational corporates at the Smart City Vietnam Demo Day in
November 2017. More than 250 representatives from the public sector, private sector, and
media attended the event.
After Demo Day, finalists received mentorship and support accessing new markets. They also
worked through an eight-week virtual workshop to contextualize and enhance their solutions
in Viet Nam. As of the end of 2017, four finalists had already begun exploring large contracts
in Viet Nam.17 Appendix VI provides additional information on SCIC finalists. SCIC has the
potential to improve the bottom line of participating companies and the overall business
environment within CLMV by fostering practical solutions to problems and increasing the
overall favorability of the region to business.
MATCh follows the structure of MIST by supporting early-stage companies and mature
technology companies that want to enter the Mekong market. Agriculture drives the
economies of Myanmar, Cambodia, and Lao PDR. Therefore, MATCh is working to transform
CLMV’s agricultural industry into a leading supplier of safe and nutritious food by fostering
entrepreneurship and technology to: enhance competitiveness and efficacy of agricultural
value chains, preserve the environment through the sustainable use of natural resources,
promote farmer livelihoods, and create jobs. MATCh brings together universities, business
support providers, investors, and food industry corporates. MATCh received endorsements
from GMS governments. In 2017, there were 120 applications. More than 20 companies will
receive acceleration support from MBI in 2018.
These innovation challenges showed immense promise in their inaugural year. Participating
companies and other stakeholders will continue to see benefit as the programs mature and
the first finalists continue to receive support throughout 2018. In their inaugural year, MIST,
SCIC, and MATCh attracted $150,000 in co-financing, and MIST leveraged an added $50,000
from third parties. This ability to raise funds will support the long-term sustainability of these
initiatives. In combination, these challenges are building a community of some of the world’s
top startups. There are early signs of commercial partnerships and investments to sustain the
challenges long-term.

Sustaining MBI’s Innovation Challenges
MBI builds value for innovation challenge stakeholders to ensure their long-term investment in
the sustainability of the challenges.
▪ Successful applicants receive access to new markets and mitigate technical and political risk.
▪ Investors gain access to companies seeking financing.
▪ Governments receive feedback on policies and exposure to private-sector solutions.
▪ Corporate providers get access to an innovation pipeline, representing both partnership and
acquisition opportunities.
▪ Professional service providers receive referrals.
▪ Sponsors expand market visibility.

In addition to Xjera Labs and MimosaTek, described in inset boxes, finalists Whizpace and GridComm are in discussion
with local government and private sector partners to deploy their solutions in Viet Nam.
17
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Gender Mainstreaming
Across CLMV the formal economy
often excludes women, limiting their
economic opportunities. Womenowned businesses have extensive
untapped potential to accelerate
economic growth and create jobs.
Although the specific issues facing
women are diverse, MBI encourages
women to transform businesses into
formal entities and helps WOBs
access financing and business advisory
services. Across all three pillars, MBI
seeks to engage the voice and
perspective of WOBs.
ADB classifies MBI as an effective gender mainstreaming project.18 MBI considers the needs
of women across their pillars and subprojects. This section explores some of the highlights of
MBI’s work on gender mainstreaming in 2017, both through targeted interventions and
through attention to underlying structures of gender inequality in all sub-projects classified as
gender mainstreamed in 2017.
MBI actively engages with business associations that
serve WOBs to gain their support and guidance
through advocacy activities. In 2017, these collaborative advocacy efforts helped create key
provisions in the new SME Law in Viet Nam. Prior to conducting advocacy work on the law,
MBI completed a survey of young companies in Ho Chi Minh City, Da Nang, and Phnom Penh

Better Policies to Support WOBs

Gender Mainstreaming Approach
1) Effective gender mainstreaming criteria: MBI develops gender classification criteria to
evaluate project designs before implementation.
2) Technical advice and leadership: MBI has a team of gender advisors on hand to provide
technical assistance.
3) Two-track programming on gender equity: MBI integrates women’s empowerment and
gender equality considerations into existing projects as well as designing targeted gender
projects.
4) Monitoring & evaluation: MBI incorporates gender equality questions into monitoring and
evaluation tools and reporting formats to ensure accountability on gender equality
commitments.
5) Risk identification & management: MBI identifies potential risks to gender equality and
develops strategies to mitigate those risks.
ADB defines a project as effective gender mainstreaming if the project outcome is not gender equality or women’s
empowerment but the project outputs are designed to directly improve women’s access to social services, and/or economic
and financial resources and opportunities, and/or basic rural and urban infrastructure, and/or enhancing voices and rights,
which contribute to gender equality and women’s empowerment.
18
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in 2016. This survey’s data was disaggregated by gender, allowing for key observations that
informed advocacy efforts around the SME Law.19 In 2017, MBI collaborated with the Hanoi
Women’s Association of SMEs (HAWASME) on a position paper to inform the SME Law.
HAWASME then worked with 17 women business associations across the country to gather
their feedback. This research provided important guidance that informed MBI and its partners
in their advocacy activities.
This advocacy work resulted in the inclusion of two items that addressed WOBs. Specifically,
the law articulated a preference for supporting women-owned SMEs and businesses that
primarily use female labor. It also defines a women-owned SME as a small or medium-sized
enterprise of which 51% of chartered capital is owned by one or more women, and at least
one of the women shareholders is on the management board of the enterprise.
Implementation of the law began 1 January 2018.
In 2016, MBI completed a survey of WOBs in Laos. The Lao Businesswomen’s Association
(LBWA) survey provided LWBA with new information to help them advocate more
successfully for WOBs. This survey work led to the development of a WOB working group
within the Lao Business Forum in 2017.
WISE is an innovative platform developed through
SIHUB and launched in March 2017. WISE focuses on
women-owned startups and women who want to
start a business to develop a thriving private sector
innovative ecosystem for women. WISE began its
work in HCMC and has now expanded efforts to support to WOBs across Viet Nam. WISE
also gives technical assistance to similar organizations based elsewhere in CLMV including the
Lao Business Forum, and its recently created working group on women. In its inaugural year,
WISE developed an ecosystem mapping report for women-startups and a benchmarking study
on women’s entrepreneurship policy.
In August, MBI presented at the ASEAN Women’s Business Conference (AWBC) in the
Philippines. Dominic Mellor, Senior Economist and Project Leader at MBI spoke about MBI’s

Women Engage Government to Grow WOBs
For 20 years, Ha Thi Vinh has run Quang Vinh Ceramics. In
the beginning, Ms. Vinh struggled to access finance and
build the network she needed to expand her business. Her
business currently employs 300 people, 95% are women.
Ms. Vinh now shares her experience and knowledge to help
improve the situation of other Vietnamese WOBs by serving
as the deputy chairwoman of HAWASME. Empowered by a
partnership with MBI, HAWASME and many business owners
like Ms. Vinh successfully advocated to the needs of WOBs
in Viet Nam in the 2017 SME Law.
Photo courtesy of Quang Vinh Ceramics

As documented in Entrepreneur and Venture Support Programs in Ho Chi Minh City, Da Nang, Phnom Penh, published
29 November 2016.
19
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work supporting WOBs in the region. Government representatives, ASEAN partners, women
business leaders, and other international organizations attended AWBC. During the
presentation, MBI encouraged policy changes to support SMEs and give priority to WOBs.
Although all SMEs face barriers to finance, women often face
added challenges accessing traditional finance. They are less
likely than their male counterparts to have access to collateral, and personal and institutional
biases can limit opportunities for women. Fintech solutions anonymize the applicant, helping
to neutralize that bias. MBI’s partner Kiu successfully launched three financial products that
help SMEs more easily access financing, hopefully enabling them to export products. At the
end of 2017, approximately 30% of Kiu’s 5,000 customers were WOBs.

Financing Environment

MBI incorporates gender analysis in the design of its financial products. In 2017, before
collaborating with Yoma Bank to distribute $3 million in loans to corn dealers, MBI surveyed
the needs of women in the corn value chain to understand what was required to ensure they
benefited from the infusion of credit. MBI learned that women are integral to the corn value
chain in Myanmar, including serving as corn dealers, sub-dealers, and chief farmers within
households. Even when working in combination with their husbands, most survey respondents
said that the role of the woman was at least as important as the role of the man. This research
also found that women play a very important role at the sub-dealer level, obtaining corn
directly from farmers.

Female-Led Co-Working Space Successfully Supports Female-Entrepreneurs
Since 2015, MBI has worked with Ms. Nana Souannavong and other ecosystem builders in Lao
PDR on research (including into the needs of WOBs), angel investing, mentorship, and innovation
challenges. Nana launched a second co-working space, Toh-X, in mid-2017 in response to the
growing needs of entrepreneurs in Lao PDR and the clear benefits of a greater ecosystem. Toh-X
is four times larger than her initial location, Toh-Lao. Nana believes that “MBI is a different and
special partner for us that shares ideas and works with us on realizing our common dream. They
are practical, down-to-earth, and have been an important part of the innovation and startup
ecosystem in Lao PDR.”
The MBI partnership with Toh-X has supported female entrepreneurs in Lao PDR. In 2017, Ms.
Khankham Sornouphone (Lae) was struggling to find a market for her organic soap in Nakai - a
remote, poor district in Lao PDR. She wanted to develop her business to help herself and members
of the community affected by the new Nam Theun 2 Power Project (NTPC2). However, the local
market was unwilling to pay a premium for her environmentally friendly organic soap. NTPC2
invited Nana and Toh-x to build a program in Nakai that would create new livelihoods for the
affected villages. Toh-X quickly developed a social entrepreneurship program (GABIZ) and
launched a hackathon to enable entrepreneurs to pitch products and business ideas. Ms. Lae won
first prize at the hackathon and joined the program along with 15 other entrepreneurs.
Through the program, Ms. Lae learned business skills and found new markets for her product in
Vientiane and elsewhere. Having initially struggled to find local customers willing to pay $0.50
for her soap, Ms. Lae now sells it to other markets for $3. Ms. Lae shares that “joining GABIZ
incubation for social development was a life changing experience for me. I learned a lot of new
practical knowledge and skills, made friends with amazing people and mentors who empowered
me to expand and strengthen my business. My products are now sold in Vientiane at premium
outlets, enabling me and 15 families to make money. I am developing new products with the
assistance of GABIZ and will explore more opportunities in the future.”
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The challenge is to get more financing directly to these businesswomen. Having figured out
how to finance the large dealers, this would be the logical next step in further developing
value chain financing.
In 2017, MBI developed four industry-specific accelerator challenges to spark
innovation across CLMV. MIST, MATCh, SCIC, and FCV. Each challenge
works to empower WOBs to succeed in their field.

Innovation

These challenges received many applications from WOB and businesses with female
executives. MIST conducted an analysis of the co-founders for all of its finalists. In total, 31.25%
of all the co-founders for MIST’s 24 finalists were women.20 In its inaugural year, FCV did not
explicitly ask for gender-related information through the application process. However, FCV
knows that at least two of their 16 finalists have women as top executives.
MATCh received a total of 127 applications and selected 23 finalists for its inaugural program
year, which crossed from 2017 to 2018. In total, 15 of the 23 finalists have female co-founders
or executives (65%). All of these companies, including those owned and run by women, will
receive extensive support from the program in 2018. SCIC selected 15 finalists from its 197
applicants. Nine of those 15 companies have women co-founders or top executives (60%).
MBI partnered with WISE to promote the challenges and encourage more female engagement.
After applications are received, WISE collaborates with all MBI challenges to support
applicants and give support to finalists and non-finalists.
WISE also works with Support Her Enterprise in Cambodia and the Myanmar Women
Entrepreneur Association to host the Mekong Women in Business Platform. This platform
encourages women-owned startups by connecting companies to information, promoting
innovation challenges, and fostering an entrepreneurship ecosystem across the region that
supports women. In its inaugural year, WISE brought together more than 20 partners to
connect women-led startups and enterprises through events, incubation and acceleration
programs, mentoring, study tours, business matching, and other support activities. In the first
seven months, WISE also built a Facebook community of stakeholders that will be able to
engage with future MBI and WISE initiatives including the innovation challenges. In 2018, WISE
plans to launch their own innovation challenge specifically targeted at WOBs.
MIST & WISE Awardee Gains Global Attention
Nguyen Thi Huong Lien was still in University when she started I Love Hue Tour in 2014. She used
just $100 to launch and soon expanded her motorbike tour business to Hoi An. All the company’s
tour guides are women, and the business is committed to supporting local charities.
In 2017, I Love Hue Tour received support and mentorship from MIST and the WISE Women’s
Leadership Award ($2,000). I Love Hue has become part of a larger company known as I Love
Vietnam Tour. They have already expanded to Viet Nam’s two largest cities and are eyeing
expansion across ASEAN.
The 2017 Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) summit in Da Nang, Viet Nam, Lien met
Facebook Chief Operating Officer Sheryl Sandberg. Sandberg singled Lien out as an exceptional
female entrepreneur. Facebook is now working closely with her company to accelerate their
regional expansion plans.
20

MIST’s 24 finalists had a total of 64 co-founders. Of those co-founders, 20 were women.
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INTO THE FUTURE
Lessons Learned
MBI is committed to adapting its implementation efforts to increase its effectiveness. MBI
learned lessons from the Independent Mid-term Evaluation (IMTE) conducted in mid-2017
and has continued to learn from challenges while implementing several activities throughout
2017. This section gives a brief overview of those lessons, and the following section provides
information on how MBI will use those lessons to improve implementation moving forward.
MBI received the results of the IMTE in 2017.
The
evaluation
reviewed
successes,
challenges, failures, and key lessons according to DFAT’s monitoring and evaluation guidelines,
Aid Quality Check, and a review of the success of MBI’s innovative approach.
1. Independent Mid-Term Evaluation

The IMTE found that MBI has been effective as a program, with key successes engaging with
the private sector and building credibility to private sector stakeholders. This private sector
engagement has affected policy, both through direct engagement with government and
partnership with business associations and other advocacy groups. MBI has catalyzed the
entrepreneur ecosystem in focus countries. MBI has also successfully adapted to the
programmatic and logistical challenges of its focus countries.
The IMTE also made several recommendations for how MBI can improve in the future.
Evaluators noted that stronger centralization of project management will support
implementation in a multi-country environment. MBI should also adjust its design and
monitoring framework (DMF) to better monitor progress and impact. By centralizing the
system, MBI can standardize the way subprojects across the region collect data. It also said
that MBI should expand current efforts to collect gender disaggregated data at all levels. This
will help MBI track programmatic impact on women-owned businesses and female
entrepreneurs. The IMTE also recommended that MBI better leverage the ADB brand to build
partnerships with financial institutions.
The IMTE noted that when sub-projects struggle, MBI uses these realities as opportunities to
gain valuable lessons, readjusting to more successful approaches. Given the slight delay in
delivery of the IMTE, its recommendations will be incorporated into the design of any
subsequent phase of the program.21
MBI should continue to take full advantage of its ability
to engage and work directly with the private sector and
other relevant non-government agencies, including lawmakers. There are many ongoing
development partner-funded PSD programs across CLMV, most of which are implemented
through government agencies. A key value proposition of MBI is its flexibility to supplement
ADB and other development partner activities by working with them, as well as engaging
directly with the private sector. MBI should therefore take every opportunity to build the
2. Implementation Lessons

MBI was designed with the option of being a multi-phase program but any decision to support a subsequent phase of MBI
would need to be agreed by the Australian Government and the Asian Development Bank (ADB).
21
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capacity of business associations so they can engage more effectively in PSD. This will facilitate
better private sector engagement with government during the formulation of PSD policies by
ensuring that all relevant stakeholders participate, and that a sustainable and inclusive
partnership is built between governments and the private sector.
MBI’s policy work has been most successful when its priorities have aligned with existing
legislative momentum within focus countries. MBI therefore needs to continue being
opportunistic and shift resources to areas where there is traction. In Cambodia efforts to
launch the new Business Information Center for SMEs faced significant delays in 2017. Inability
to secure licensure prevented a timely launching of this initiative. MBI therefore shifted to
other initiatives but stands ready to continue supporting this important effort of the Young
Entrepreneurs Association of Cambodia at the opportune time.
MBI could further strengthen linkages across the three pillars. Specifically, MBI should try to
systematically extract industry specific bottom-up policy lessons during the piloting of
innovative business models in partnership with corporates and entrepreneurs, especially
young and female entrepreneurs, and methodically assess the results. This is an area with little
development partner focus and thus provides a unique opportunity for MBI.
MBI views its newly launched innovation challenges as a success, as measured by the number
of applications received (more than 700 across the challenges), the engagement of private
sector stakeholders, and follow-on results of the challenges.22 MBI sees this targeted approach
as a way to provide sustainable value to the private sector in CLMV as it builds communities
of entrepreneurs and seasoned companies entering Mekong markets that transform industries
and create jobs.

22

Including financial contributions of $320,000 and funding mobilization of $50,000.
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Strategies Moving Forward
Throughout its first three years of implementation, MBI worked to be innovative and flexible
to the dynamic needs of the private sector across CLMV. This has required MBI to constantly
learn from its successes and adjust to challenges. Using the results of the IMTE and leadership’s
own observations, MBI has four core takeaways that will shape the strategic direction of
project activities in 2018 and beyond.
In 2017, MBI launched four industry-specific innovation challenges in
tourism, financial technology, smart cities, and agriculture. The
success of these efforts has helped focus the work of MBI and identify a key value proposition
moving forward. MBI will emphasize its work on engaging with the private sector and
entrepreneurs to support a few high-impact industries and high-potential impact technology
companies identified through competitive and market-driven innovation challenge processes.

1. Focus Efforts

To leverage this value proposition, MBI plans to strengthen linkages between its policy and
innovation work by more systematically extracting bottom-up lessons from the piloting of
early-stage innovative business models that can transform industries. When appropriate, MBI
will supplement policy work done by ADB and other development partners by engaging the
private sector to support advocacy efforts.
Despite this desire to focus, MBI is committed to continuing to structure its work to allow
for innovation and ensure there is the flexibility to take certain risks. MBI will also work to
build the capacity of existing players in the innovation community with the potential to sustain
MBI activities. For example, MBI is already working with several private sector and
government players interesting in sustaining the MIST accelerator program.
MBI has successfully built partnerships across the private
sector. These partnerships help MBI identify innovative
business solutions by serving as a connection point to entrepreneurs, creating spaces to
incubate and test solutions, and helping to scale solutions by leveraging third party investors
including commercial banks, venture capital, and private equity funds. By building and
leveraging partnerships, MBI is well-positioned to connect early-stage startups and womenowned businesses to key resources that will help them scale. Partnerships with regional and
national institutions that focus on building their capacity also help insure the long-term
sustainability of MBI’s efforts.
2. Leverage Partnerships

The IMTE specifically suggested that MBI maximize the impact of its activities by leveraging
ADB corporate relationships, including with financial institutions, to help build strategic
partnerships. MBI will continue to leverage the power of existing partnerships and to seek
opportunities to build new ones.
MBI must increasingly focus on how to
build links that will ensure the longterm sustainability of projects. The most important way for MBI to achieve this is to develop
market-driven solutions and value for beneficiaries including corporates, investors, and even
government as a client of some of these services. Some of this value is already being monetized
through in-kind co-financing and sponsorship from partners including investors, government
players, corporate leaders, and entrepreneurs. If key stakeholder groups continue to see long-

3. Ensure Sustainability by Building Value
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term value in MBI’s initiatives, they may be sustainable after MBI’s work has concluded.
In addition to leveraging private-sector
partnerships, MBI also sees opportunities to
increase regional cooperation. CLMV currently lags behind the more-developed ASEAN 6
countries of Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand in
implementing the ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint 2025 vision. Therefore, MBI will
explore synergies across ASEAN for investment and knowledge transfer.

4. Deepen Regional Cooperation

There are also technology solutions in ASEAN 6 and other countries of the Greater Mekong
Subregion (GMS) that could positively impact CLMV. MBI sees an opportunity for the private
sector to contribute more to the overall regional economic agenda, especially the GMS
Economic Cooperation Program and ASEAN integration agenda. MBI can provide important
value by connecting players to drive knowledge exchanges, support the growth of technology
platforms in CLMV, and connect investors with companies in need of financing.
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APPENDICES
Appendix I: MBI Revised DMF

Outcome

Impact

Revised Design and Monitoring Framework for the Mekong Business Initiative
Results Chain

Performance Indicators with
Targets and Baselines

Increased
business
formalization
and growth in
global value
chains in CLMV

By 2022
• Number of companies
registered in CLMV
o 2014 baseline: approx.
681,800
o 2022 target: 1,000,000
• Percentage of SMEs in CMLV
that export
o 2014 baseline: Approx. 37%
o 2022 target: 41%

• Company
registries
• Enterprise
surveys
• Customs
export data
• MBI annual
report

By 2017 (attributable to MBI):
• Business regulations or policies
created or changed (Target: 10)
• Sustainable public private
dialogue groups or platforms
created (Target: 5)
• Scalable and sustainable
alternative financing models
available (Target: 6)
• Scalable and sustainable
entrepreneurship/ innovation
support programs, and
business models available
(Target: 6)
• Total funds leveraged (Target:
$1,500,000)

• Regulations
and policies
• Public-private
dialogue
group/forum
websites
• Corporate
websites/report
s of businesses
and alternative
financing
groups
• Reports on
business
support service
programs
• MBI annual
report

Improved
business
enabling
environment for
SMEs in CLMV
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Data Sources and
Reporting

Assumptions
and Risks
A: Sustained
government
commitment and
contribution to
regional
cooperation on
PSD reform
issues
R: Global
economic
slowdown

A: Sustained
government
commitment to
PSD reform
issues
R: Business
environment
reforms lack
political support
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Output 1

• Public-private stakeholder
consultations
• PSD regulations or policies,
drafted or commented on
• Policy issues on PSD policy
and regulation identified in
white papers and other
diagnostic work and
submitted to government by
business groups and other
project partners, including
gender dimensions
• Media coverage of work
supported by MBI and its
partners (across three
outputs)

• Reports and
feedback from
participants
• Industry white
papers and
discussion
papers
identifying
constraints to
PSD
• Media
reporting on
identified PSD
issues

A more robust
financing
environment for
SMEs, particularly
through the
promotion of
alternative
financing solutions

• Policy issues on alternative
finance identified in white
papers and other diagnostic
work and submitted to
government by business
groups and other project
partners, including gender
dimensions
• Alternative financing
business models, products,
groups, and networks pilots
• Business support and
business advocacy networks
or associations promoting
alternative investment
supported

• Industry white
papers and
discussion
papers
identifying
constraints to
PSD
• Corporate
websites/busin
ess reports of
alternative
financing
business
models and
networks

A more dynamic
innovation
ecosystem that
encourages
entrepreneurship
and promotes
technology
commercialization

• Policy issues related to
innovation and
entrepreneurship identified
in white papers and other
diagnostic work and
submitted to government by
business groups and other
project partners, including
gender dimensions
• Entrepreneurship and
innovation support
programs pilots
• Innovative business model
(that help SMEs get started
and grow) pilots
• Business support and
business advocacy networks
or associations that promote
Innovation supported

• Business group
white papers
and discussion
papers
identifying
constraints to
entrepreneursh
ip and
innovation
• Corporate
websites/report
s of businesses,
and
entrepreneursh
ip and
innovation
support service
providers

Improved publicprivate dialogue on
the design and
implementation of
PSD policies and
regulations

Output 3

Output 2

(adjusted)
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A: Private sector
actors in CLMV
has the
organizational
capacity to
advocate
effectively for
improved
business
environment
R: Governments
lack sufficient
resources to
implement policy
reform
A: Financial
service providers
are sufficiently
motivated to
adopt new
financial
products that
serve startups
and SMEs
R: Lack of startup
and SME
investment
opportunities in
CLMV

A: Government
prioritizes
funding support
for
entrepreneurship
and innovation
support services
R: Willingness of
private
enterprises to
pay for business
support services
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Output 1: Improved public-private dialogue on the design and implementation of PSD policies
and regulations
1.1 Advise governments during formulation of PSD policies and regulations (technical
comments, diagnostics, presentations, evaluations, surveys);
1.2 Facilitate improved public–private dialogue during formulation of government PSD
policies and programs (Convene PPD event); and
1.3 Build the capacity of business groups, including women-led business groups, to
engage more effectively in public-private dialogue (create networks, training,
information dissemination)

Activities

Output 2. A more robust financing environment for SMEs, particularly through the promotion
of alternative financing solutions
1.1 Knowledge and awareness raising of policy and operational constraints to financial
inclusion, with focus on alternative financing (technical comments, diagnostics,
presentations, evaluations, surveys);
1.2 Partner with private sector to design business solutions to increase access to financial
services and extract policy and operational constraints (convene problem solvers,
organize innovation call-outs, in-kind support to re-risk business models);
1.3 Create/strengthen alternative financing networks (create networks, training,
information dissemination)
Output 3. A more dynamic innovation ecosystem that encourages entrepreneurship and
promotes technology commercialization
1.1 Knowledge and awareness raising of policy and operational constraints to
entrepreneurship and innovation (technical comments, diagnostics, presentations,
evaluations, surveys);
1.2 Pilot innovative business solutions in partnership with the private sector that help
businesses get started and grow (identify industry problems, convene problem solvers,
organize innovation call-outs, in-kind support to re-risk business models);
1.3 Pilot and/or improve entrepreneurship and innovation support programs (technical
comments, diagnostics, presentations, evaluations, surveys); and
1.4 Create/strengthen startup groups and networks (create networks, training, information
dissemination)
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Appendix II: Financials
MBI Financials as of 31 December 2017
Item

Original Allocation

Commitment

Disbursed

$6,460,000

$6,880,334

$5,915,509

$1,230,000

$1,280,000

$72,395

$67,394

$20,000

$310,000

$330,000

$264,511

$240,193

Seminars, workshop,
and conferences

$50,000

$860,000

$910,000

$2,075,331

$1,913,554

Surveys, studies, and
impact monitoring

-

$500,000

$500,000

$212,162

$186,022

Publication and other
media

$20,000

$180,000

$200,000

$79,976

$79,976

Miscellaneous
administration and
support costs

$10,000

$110,000

$120,000

$500,000

-

Contingencies

$10,000

$690,000

$700,000

$39,274

$500,000

$10,000,000

$10,500,000

$10,123,983

$8,402,648

96%

80%

ADB

DFAT

Total

Consultants

$340,000

$6,120,000

Equipment and
information technology
solutions

$50,000

Rent and office
furniture

Total
Percent to TA Amount

ADB stands for Asian Development Bank
DFAT stands for Australian Government’s Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade
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Appendix III: Strategies and Indicator Status Update
Strategy Alignment
ADB

MBI is a policy and advisory technical assistance project, directly supporting ADB Strategy
2020, through its strategic agenda of Inclusive Economic Growth (Pillar 1. Economic
opportunities, including jobs, created, and expanded) and Regional Integration (Pillar 2.
Trade and investment). It supports four drivers of change: governance and capacity
development, knowledge solutions, partnerships, and private sector development. It is
categorized as effective gender mainstreaming.
Country Partnership Strategies (CPS)
Cambodia

Lao PDR

MBI is well aligned with the 2014-2018
CPS, where public-private partnerships and
strategies to enhance partnerships with
co-financers are key activities. The CPS is
aligned with the country Rectangular
Strategy for growth, employment, equity,
and efficiency phase III (RSIII), where
private sector development is a strategic
thrust, focusing among others on private
sector investment promotion, SME
development and enhancing the banking
and finance sector.

MBI directly supports the 2012-2016 CPS,
where private sector development is one of
four thematic areas, directly promoting a
stronger private sector enabling environment.
The CPS builds directly on the seventh
National Socio-Economic Development Plan
2011-2015, where economic development
(inclusive economic growth, modernized
economy, and SME promotion) and
competitiveness (regional cooperation and
integration, and investment promotion
policies) are main thrusts.

Myanmar

Viet Nam

MBI is consistent with the 2013-2015
Interim CPS, extended to 2017. Above all
promotion of an enabling economic
environment, among others trade,
investment, and finance sector reform. The
Interim CPS builds on the 5-year policy
agenda of the Government of Myanmar.
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MBI corresponds directly with the 2016-2020
CPS, particularly its strategic pillar 1:
promoting job creation and competitiveness,
among others structural reform through
capital market deepening and microfinance
and private sector development through SME
regulation and support services. The CPS
priorities are strongly aligned with the
government’s socioeconomic development
strategy.
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Impact: Business Formalization and Growth
Impact
Indicators

2014
Baseline

Status
end-2015

Status
end-2016

Number of
companies
registered, in
CLMV
(including
SMEs)

Approx.
681,800

Approx.
735,900

Approx.
743,000

Percentage of
SMEs in
CLMV that
export
Progress:

Approx.
37.2%

Approx.
31.1%23

Accomplished

Approx.
31.6%

Status
end-2017

Target
2018
(2022)

Not yet
available

900,000
(1,000,00
0)

2017 data are not
yet available.

39%
(41%)

There was a steep
reduction for Viet
Nam in 2017,
decreasing the
overall figure for
CLMV.24

Approx.
23.67%

On track

Behind the
numbers

Progress

At Risk

Outcome: Business Environment
Improved business enabling environment for SMEs in CLMV
2014
Baseline

2015/16
Achieved

2017
Achieved

Total
Achieved

Target

Business regulations or
policies created or changed

0

8

8

16

10

Sustainable public private
dialogue groups or
platforms created

0

4

1

5

5

Scalable and sustainable
alternative financing models
available

0

5

2

7

6

0

5

5

10

6

0

2,208,33326

$12,074,667

14,283,00027

1,500,000

Outcome Indicators

Scalable and sustainable
entrepreneurship/
innovation support
programs, and business
models available
Total funds leveraged
(USD)25
Progress:

Accomplished

Progress

160%

100%

117%

167%

952%

At Risk

Revised down from 32.1% as reported in the 2016 MBI Annual Report. Decrease in 2015 figure caused by revisions of
data from the baseline for Cambodia and Viet Nam.
24 The overall export percentages have decreased since the baseline. The share of domestic exports has declined
significantly because of the large increase in exports by foreign direct investment. In absolute terms, the exports by
domestic companies have increased, but at a lower rate than that of foreign direct investment (and overall).
25 MBI also began tracking the total co-financing for outcomes. In 2016, private sector stakeholders co-financed $1,983,000,
and in 2017 they co-financed $4,075,000. Co-financing refers to funds contributed by MBI partners to subprojects. Total
funds leveraged refers to funding mobilized from third parties.
26 MBI completed a thorough review of financing in 2017, leading to an updating of the total from 2016 (reported in the
2016 Annual Report as $1,986,720).
27 Figures provided here are further explored in Appendix IV. Numbers provided are a summation of approximations.
23
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Progress:

Accomplished

At Risk

Output 1: Regulatory Environment
Improved public-private dialogue on the design and implementation of PSD policies
and regulations
2014
Baseline

2015/16
Achieved

2017
Achieved

Total
Achieved

Target

Public-private stakeholder
consultations

0

11

43

54

12

PSD regulations or policies,
drafted or commented on

0

15

23

38

18

Policy issues on PSD policy
and regulation identified in
white papers and other
diagnostic work and
submitted to government by
business groups and other
partners, including gender
dimensions

0

21

11

32

30

0

518 articles
9.3m views

1260 articles
123.7m views
2.87m social
shares

1778 articles
133m
views 28
2.87m social
shares 29

1,000
articles
20m views

Output 1 Indicators

Media coverage of work
supported by MBI and its
partners (across three
outputs)
Progress:

Accomplished

Progress

450%

210%

107%

178% (articles)
650% (views)

At Risk

MBI calculates views using CoverageBook, a PR measurement service. CoverageBook uses a digital marketing
intelligence platform to estimate the views of all coverage. It is only possible to understand the actual coverage if you have
access to all websites mentioning MBI and their associated web analytics. Therefore, MBI relies on CoverageBook and
their vendor SimilarWeb, who review overall clicks on a site and the relative placement of an MBI mention or story within
a website to estimate the number of people who likely saw the coverage. This allows MBI to understand the estimated
viewership for MBI-developed content and press coverage. For YouTube, a view is counted each time a user starts a
video. CoverageBook pulls data directly from YouTube, who monitors for potentially fradulent views and only includes
views they consider to be quality.
29 MBI added social media shares as a tracked indicator in 2017. MBI also works with CoverageBook’s social media sharing
tracker to review the number of times MBI’s coverage on Facebook and LinkedIn is shared. Counts are static and taken
at the time a report is created.
28
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Output 2: Access to Finance
A more robust financing environment for SMEs, particularly through the promotion of
alt. financing solutions
2014
Baseline

2015/16
Achieved

2017
Achieved

Total
Achieved

Target

Policy issues on alternative
finance identified in white
papers and other diagnostic
work and submitted to
government by business
groups and other project
partners, including gender
dimensions

0

3

2

5

5

Alternative financing
business models, products,
groups, and network pilots

0

6

9

15

11

Business support and
business advocacy networks
or associations promoting
alternative investment
supported

0

2

1

3

5

Output 2 Indicators

Progress:

Accomplished

Progress

100%

136%

60%

At Risk

Output 3: Innovation
A more developed innovation ecosystem that encourages entrepreneurship and
technology commercialization
2014
Baseline

2015/16
Achieved

2017
Achieved

Total
Achieved

Target

0

11

5

16

18

0

5

3

8

9

Innovation business modesl
(that help SMEs get started
and grow) pilots

0

5

6

11

10

Business support and
business advocacy networks
or associations that promote
innovation supported

0

4

1

5

8

Output 3 Indicators
Policy issues related to
innovation and
entrepreneurship identified
in white papers and other
diagnostic work and
submitted to government by
business groups and other
project partners, including
gender dimensions
Entrepreneurship and
innovation support program
pilots

Progress:

Accomplished

Progress

89%

89%

110%

63%

At Risk
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Appendix IV: Outcome Indicator Detail
Outcomes Co-Financing and Resources Leveraged30
Co-financing

Resources Leveraged

Outcome

2016

2017

2016

2017

Business regulations or policies created or
changed (Target: 10, Actual: 16)

$210,000

$2,070,000

n/a

n/a

Sustainable public private dialogue
groups or platforms created (Target: 5,
Actual: 5)

$125,000

$175,000

n/a

n/a

$1,170,000

$570,000

$1,983,333

$7,166,667

$478,000

$1,260,000

$225,000

$4,908,000

$1,983,000

$4,075,000

$2,208,333

$12,074,667

Scalable and sustainable alternative
financing models available (Target: 6,
Actual: 6)
Scalable and sustainable
entrepreneurship/ innovation support
programs, and business models available
(Target: 6, Actual:10)
Total

30

All numbers included here and referenced in the rest of Appendix IV are summations of approximations.
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Outcome 1: Business regulations or policies created or changed
Target: 10, Actual: 16
MBI Outcome 1
Component

Year
2016
(MYA)

1.

Myanmar PSD
Action Plan
adopted by the
Government of
Myanmar

6.

MFI Rule on
Consumer
Protection in
Myanmar (x4)

Action plan of
HCMC on
Startup support
program and
Establishment of
SIHUB

7.

2016

2017

2016

2017

$50,000
(in kind)

n/a

n/a

n/a

$30,000
(in kind)

n/a

n/a

n/a

ADB is supporting microfinance regulatory reforms in Myanmar.
Complementing this regulatory support, and in response to a request
from the Myanmar Microfinance Association, MBI helped develop a
benchmarking study on MFI in Myanmar against best practices in other
regional economies. This evidence-based analysis helped anchor publicprivate dialogue discussions between the Association and the financial
regulators and eventually led to several key best practice policy
recommendations in the benchmarking report being adopted in the new
MFI regulations. These included rules on customer protection, borrowing,
service offering, and voluntary savings that pave the way for the
commercialization of the microfinance industry in Myanmar.
2016
(VIE)

$50,000
(in kind)

n/a

n/a

n/a

In response to a request from the Department of Science and Technology
of Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC), MBI prepared background diagnostics,
invited regional experts, and facilitated a series of consultations to help
the City develop an action plan for supporting startups and innovations in
HCMC. The result was the Action Plan, which was adopted by HCMC
including the proposal to set-up the Saigon Innovation Hub (SIHUB).
2016
(VIE)

Action plan of
Da Nang on
Startup support
program

Resources Leveraged

MBI prepared background diagnostics on priority PSD issues (legal
reforms, access to finance, SOE reform, PPP, trade, and education and
vocational training) and organized a series of public-private consultations
to discuss challenges and put forward policy recommendations. The
Government of Myanmar and the Private Sector eventually developed a
joint PSD action plan that was adopted by the Government.
2016
(MYA)

2.
3.
4.
5.

Co-financing

$50,000
(in kind)

n/a

n/a

n/a

In response to a request from the Da Nang Startup Council, MBI prepared
background diagnostics, invited regional experts, and facilitated a series
of consultations to help the City develop an action plan for supporting
startups and innovations in Da Nang. The result was the Action Plan was
adopted by Da Nang including allocation of resources for the Da Nang
Business Incubator (DNES).
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2016
(VIE)

8.

Revised
Resolution 19
on improving
the business
environment

Myanmar
Company Law31

10.

11.

n/a

n/a

$1,900,000

n/a

n/a

n/a

$50,000
(in kind)

n/a

n/a

MBI focused on influencing provisions relating to women-owned
businesses and support for startups. MBI facilitated the formation of a
nationwide coalition of women-owned businesses. In partnership with
this coalition and various innovation ecosystem players at subnational
level, MBI helped consolidate and provide technical inputs throughout
drafting of the law. This included commissioning of a series of policy
papers developed through consultations. These efforts were successful,
and the final SME Law included a definition of a women-owned business
and recognized the special business support needs of women-owned
businesses and startups.
2017
(LAO)

Lao LNCCI
Decision

n/a

ADB (with funding support from the Government of Japan) provided
technical assistance to the Government of Myanmar on the new Company
Law. The new Law is a significant step forward on corporate governance
and embraces modern company law principles, enhancing Myanmar’s
legal framework for investors. It permits foreigners to take up to 35%
stake in local companies which paves the way for more foreign
investment and knowledge transfer. MBI complemented this work by
supporting outreach to the SMEs during the law drafting process and
prepared a SME guidebook. After passing of the new Company Law, the
SME guidebook is being disseminated across all states.
2017
(VIE)

SME Law in Viet
Nam (including
provisions
relating to
women-owned
businesses and
support for
startups)

n/a

MBI supported the Viet Nam Chamber of Commerce and Industry (VCCI)
to conduct a survey of the private sector to monitor the implementation
of Resolution 19 (Government commitment and action plan to improve
Viet Nam’s Doing Business rankings). The Government welcomed the
private sector feedback and committed to repeating this survey on an
annual basis.
2017 (MYA)

9.

$30,000
(in kind)

n/a

$20,000
(funding and
in kind)

n/a

n/a

MBI provided legal advisory support, and shared the knowledge on VCCI
case in Viet Nam, to the Lao Chamber of Commerce and Industry (LNNCI)
to help with advocating for greater independence from the Government.
This advocacy work led to a new Decision that provides more autonomy
to the LNCCI including powers to set-up an independent think-tank
(association members, academia, etc.) to help review new legislation
relating to PSD.

Co-financing includes funding support from ADB ($400,000) and the Government of Japan ($1.5 million) for company law
reform in Myanmar.
31
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2017
(LAO)

12.

Lao Investment
Promotion Law

13.

Decision to form
PSD Committee
as a joint office
between the
Office of the
Government and
the private sector

14.

2017
(VIE)

15.

n/a

n/a

n/a

$10,000
(funding and
in kind)

n/a

n/a

With MBI support, the Vietnam Private Sector Forum successfully
advocated for the formal inclusion of the private sector in the
administrative reform council to the Prime Minister. The responsibility of
the Council includes design, oversight, and monitoring of business
administrative reform programs.
n/a

$15,000
(funding and
in kind)

n/a

n/a

The initial draft of the Criminal Code proposed to restrict online trading
activities because of security risks. This would significantly damage a
growing e-commerce industry. With MBI support, the Vietnam Private
Sector Forum prepared a white paper on this issue and successfully
advocated for this provision to be dropped.
2017
(VIE)

Reduction in
seaport
surcharges in Hai
Phong

$15,000
(funding and
in kind)

MBI worked with the newly set-up LNCCI task force to review and
comment on the draft Lao Investment Promotion Law. The amendments
became effective in April 2017 and included positive changes to the
regulatory framework for investors and represents an encouraging step in
alleviating barriers to investment in Lao PDR. The new Law should
streamline the approvals process and truncate the timeframes for
company establishment.

2017
(VIE)

Criminal Code
(provisions
relating to ecommerce)

n/a

n/a

$10,000
(funding and
in kind)

n/a

n/a

In February 2017, the Hai Phong province, which houses the busiest seaport terminal in Northern Viet Nam, abruptly imposed surcharges on all
goods leaving the port area, effectively a form of tariff. This would have
significantly harmed the competitiveness of Vietnamese exports and
imports and contributed to inflation. With MBI's support, the VPSF
reached out to and coordinated actions with 10 other trade associations
to challenge the decision of the Haiphong authority and prepared several
amicus briefs to make the case against the surcharges. As a result, the
matter was brought to the Prime Minister's attention and resulted in a
20% reduction in the surcharges.
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2017
(VIE)

16.

Fintech
Committee in
Vietnam32

n/a

$50,000

n/a

n/a

At the 2016 Fintech Boot Camp in Singapore, MBI facilitated two
benchmarking sessions with CLMV regulators and their Asia-Pacific
counterparts. This was followed up with another visit to Hong Kong for
CLMV regulators to learn from the Hong Kong Monetary Authority on the
city’s experience of developing fintech. This overseas exposure and market
diagnostics were influential in building consensus on the need to set-up a
fintech committee at the State Bank of Viet Nam in 2017.
Co-financing

Outcome 1 Totals

Resources Leveraged

2016

2017

2016

2017

$210,000

$2,070,000

n/a

n/a

Outcome 2: Sustainable public private dialogue groups or platforms created
Target: 5, Actual: 5
MBI Outcome 2 Component

Year
&
Loc.
2016
(VIE)

1.

Vietnam Private Sector
Forum (VPSF) in Viet
Nam

Co-financing

Resources Leveraged

2016

2017

2016

2017

$100,000
(matching
funding)

$100,000
(matching
funding)

n/a

n/a

MBI supported the Viet Nam Young Entrepreneurs Association to
create the VPSF in 2016 to strengthen the voice of the private sector
in policy formulation and implementation. The forum has rapidly
become a trusted platform of the government and private sector for
public-private dialogue. During 2017, the VPSF has successfully
advocated on a number of important policy issues including: (i)
prevention of the Criminal Code from penalizing e-commerce
activities, and (ii) Decision to include the private sector in the PSD
Committee on administrative reform.

Includes funding from other regional regulators that participated in program at their own costs and DFAT Indonesia that
funded the participation of Indonesian financial regulators.
32
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2016
(LAO)

2.

LNCCI Task Force in
Lao PDR

PSD Committees in
Myanmar

Coalition of Women
Owned Business
Groups

ASEAN Young
Entrepreneurs
Association (AYEA)

$10,000
(in kind)

$10,000
(in kind)

$5,000
(in kind)

$5,000
(in kind)

n/a

$50,000
(in kind)

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Under the leadership of the Cambodian Young Entrepreneur
Association, MBI supported Young Entrepreneur Associations in
ASEAN to develop an action plan that led to the creation of the
AYEA.
Co-financing

Outcome 2 Totals

n/a

With support from MBI, the Hanoi Women’s Association of SMEs
(HAWASME) led the first-ever consultations with its provincial
chapters, and other key stakeholders from across the country, on the
challenges faced by women business owners. At a national
conference in October 2016, participants reached unprecedented
consensus on how the government should improve opportunities for
women’s businesses. The coalition, continues to be active working
under the leadership of the Vietnam Woman Entrepreneurs Council,
which is part of the Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
2017
(REG)

5.

n/a

Following government approval of Myanmar’s PSD Framework and
Action Plan, the government set up a high-level, inter-ministerial
committee, led by a vice president, which is collaborating with the
private sector to implement the action plan.
2016
(VIE)

4.

$10,000
(in kind)

MBI supported LNCCI to establish a task force of private sector
practitioners and academia to assist LNCCI to produce evidencebased analysis that supported public-private dialogue with the
Government. The task force has been very active and notable
achievements include the successful launching of the ProFIT
(Provincial Facilitation for Investment and Trade) Index for rating the
business environment at the provincial level. The annual ratings will
help LNCCI to lobby for improvements at the provincial level. The
Task Force has also successfully advocated for positive changes in
key PSD legislation including the Lao Investment Promotion Law.
2016
(MYA)

3.

$10,000
(in kind)

Resources Leveraged

2016

2017

2016

2017

$125,000

$175,000

n/a

n/a
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Outcome 3: Scalable and sustainable alternative financing models available
Target: 6, Actual: 7
MBI Outcome 3
Component

Year
&
Loc.
2016
(CAM)

1.

Cambodian Angel
Investor Network33

Co-financing

Resources Leveraged

2016

2017

2016

2017

$125,000

n/a

$500,000

$140,000

#1-4: MBI partnered with international angel investment syndicates
to launch a series of Mekong angel investor tours in CLMV. 41
international “angels” participated in these tours. They identified
potential investees and provided training and mentoring to
approximately 75 local angels and 210 entrepreneurs.
Subsequently in Cambodia, MBI supported the launch of a group of
angel investors—experienced business people who offer funds and
advice to promising startups and SMEs for a share of future profits.
2016
(LAO)

2.

Lao Angel Investor
Network34

$125,000

n/a

n/a

$10,000

See #1
Subsequently in Lao PDR, MBI supported the launch of a group of
angel investors—experienced business people who offer funds and
advice to promising startups and SMEs for a share of future profits.
2016
(MYA)

3.

Myanmar Angel
Investor Network35

$125,000

n/a

n/a

$50,000

See #1
Subsequently in Myanmar, MBI supported the launch of a group of
angel investors—experienced business people who offer funds and
advice to promising startups and SMEs for a share of future profits.

Co-financing across CLMV includes $500,000 of direct and in-kind support from partners collaborating with MBI in
staging the three MAIN angel investor tours (this includes co-sponsorship from other donors and the value of mentorship
provides by the 41 international angels that each spent 3 days in the region).
Resources leveraged includes $500,000 by international angel investors during tours (2016) and $140,000 by Cambodian
Angel Investor Network (2017).
34 See above. Investments by the Lao Angel Investor Network.
35 See above. Investments by the Myanmar Angel Investor Network.
33
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2016
(VIE)

4.

Viet Nam Angel
Investor Network
(iAngel Network) 36

$225,000

$100,000

$750,000

$2,000,000

See #1
In Viet Nam, MBI partnered with Swiss EP and the Finland IPP
program to set-up the Viet Nam Investor Network (iAngel Network).
2016
(CAM)

5.

Cambodian Investor
Club (CiC)
Crowdfunding
Platform37

KIU (SME data credit
analytic scoring)38

$95,000

$733,333

$1,466,667

CiC-investment is Cambodia’s first crowdfunding platform aiming to
mobilize investors to provide Cambodian SMEs a new solution to
cash flow financing challenges. Prior to formation of this corporate
entity, MBI arranged for a group of lenders in Cambodia to consult
with a variety of experienced overseas financial experts who helped
the group to develop their strategy and convert to a crowdfunding
platform to help scale investment operations. MBI also supported
the CiC in preparing a white paper on how P2P lending and
crowdfunding could operate under Cambodian law. The CiC has
subsequently expanded and connected 100+ investors to 200+
SMEs to facilitate over $2.2 million financing.
2017
(REG)

6.

$95,000

$325,000

$325,000

n/a

$500,000

MBI defined an industry problem relating to difficulties SMEs have
accessing trade finance. MBI then convened problems solvers
(entrepreneurs, finance industry, trade experts) to develop a
business model solution that tackled the core issue: lack of data for
banks to assess credit worthiness of SMEs. Entrepreneurs invested in
the business solution called Kiu. Kiu provides affordable and simple
enterprise resource planning software to enable SMEs to manage
their companies and employees, keep better records, and
automatically build a credit history. Kiu and partner financial
institutions then provide financing to ERP users based on credit
history and company invoices, up to $50,000 for each customer, with
transparent interest rates and no hidden fees. Kiu was launched in
2017 had 5,000+ SME clients by end of the year that were connected
to Kiu commercial bank partners in Cambodia, Viet Nam, Myanmar,
and Bangladesh.

See previous page. For Viet Nam, also includes technical support and grant contribution from Swiss EP and the Finland
IPP programs. Includes $2.5 million for 11 investment by i-Angels ($500,000 in 2016 and $2 million in 2017). Also includes
$250,000 by international angel investors during tours in 2016.
37 Co-financing is cumulative short-term financing extended by investors to SMEs via CiC platform including $150,000 for
license fee and $40,000 for building platform split equally between 2016 and 2017. Resources leveraged includes cumulative
short-term financing extended by investors to SMEs via CiC platform.
38 Co-financing from partner bank contributions for rolling out Kiu ERP to clients in Myanmar (Yoma Bank) and Viet Nam
(AB Bank).
36
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2017
(MYA)

7.

Agriculture value
chain financing
products39

$150,000

$50,000

$3,000,000

Based on market diagnostics and value-chain surveys, MBI provided
technical assistance to Yoma Bank to develop a new and unique
agriculture value chain financing loan product in that it is offered on
a partially secured basis, with corn dealers required to deposit 15%
of the loan amount into a Yoma Bank account as cash collateral.
Yoma Bank has launched a pilot loan product targeted to large corn
dealers in Shan and Northern Shan States, an extremely important
agricultural region of Myanmar. To date, Yoma Bank has lent nearly
$3 million equivalent to corn dealers through their five Shan and
Northern Shan State branches. Yoma hopes to expand their credit
exposure under the pilot to about $5 million by mid-2018.
Co-financing

Outcome 3 Totals

n/a

Resources Leveraged

2016

2017

2016

2017

$1,170,000

$570,000

$1,983,333

$7,166.667

Co-financing contributions to agriculture value chain financing analytics and pilots by partners (mainly Yoma Bank and Lift).
Resources leveraged - credit line extended by Yoma Bank for piloting new agribusiness value chain financing product.
39
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Outcome 4: Scalable and sustainable entrepreneurship/innovation support
programs, and business models available
Target: 6, Actual:10
MBI Outcome 4
Component

Year
&
Loc.
2016
(VIE)

1.

Saigon Innovation
Hub (SIHUB)40

2.

Resources Leveraged

2016

2017

2016

2017

$250,000

$250,000

$100,000

$700,000

MBI provided technical assistance to HCMC to implement the action
plan to support startups and innovation – including setting up of
SIHUB. MBI helped evaluate existing startup programs, trained
SIHUB management staff, and advised on the SIHUB business
model. SIHUB – a public/private partnership, which is a focal point
for startups and angel investors in HCMC – has conducted hundreds
of events for about 1,000 startups and 1,500+ entrepreneurs, helped
about 500 startups to showcase their products, and provided
working space for 3,000+ people.
2016
(VIE)

Danang Business
Incubation Centre
(DNES) – including
launching of
Chimera41

Co-financing

$65,000

$65,000

$75,000

$75,000

MBI provided technical assistance to Da Nang to implement the
action plan to support startups and innovation – including support
to DNES. DNES is a joint venture between government and local
entrepreneurs. MBI helped DNES evaluate existing startup programs,
trained management and technical staff, advised on the DNES
business model, and helped the city incubator to develop a SME
Startup toolkit. DNES has successfully operated a series of
incubation programs and launch the Da Nang Startup Conference –
one of the biggest startup events in the Mekong region. With MBI
support, DNES has partnered with Frontier Law and Advisory to
launch Chimera – a multidisciplinary professional services group –
that has been supporting the development of the startup
community in Da Nang including through needed legal services to
local startups that are outside the capacity of DNES.

Co-financing includes $500k funding for 14 startup projects, incubation/acceleration capacity support activities, mentorship,
and enterprise support activities split equally between 2016 and 2017.
41 Co-financing includes $80,000 in-kind and matching funding from DNES, and $50,000 matching funding from Frontier Law
and Advisory. Resources leveraged includes about $5,000 in grant funding provided to each of 30 incubated startup teams.
40
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2016
(VIE)

3.

Vietnam Mentor
Initiative42

Network of trainers
of ITC Trade Tool
Analysis43

Mekong Innovative
Tourism Startup
(MIST)44

6.

$33,000

$138,000

n/a

$50,000

$150,000

n/a

$90,000

n/a

$50,000

MIST was designed and co-organized by MBI and the GMS TWG
Secretariat Mekong Tourism Coordinating Office (MTCO) and private
sector partners. MIST identifies, pilots, and helps entrepreneurs and
government scale innovative tourism solutions, both traditional and
technology-based, that contribute to sustainable and inclusive
tourism. The first MIST accelerator program received 200+
applications and successfully incubated 12 tourism startups from
CLMV. It also facilitated regional market access and technology
transfer for 12 mature tourism technology companies, including
from Thailand. MIST generated enormous visibility, amounting to
over 360 positive media stories and 1.5 million social shares. Several
MIST startups have subsequently raised investment and developed
new corporate partnerships.
2017
(REG)

Women Initiative for
Startup and
Entrepreneurship
(WISE)45

n/a

MBI and International Trade Centre (ITC) conducted trainer of
trainers for international trade analysis tools in Cambodia, Lao PDR,
Myanmar, and Viet Nam. The network in Viet Nam and Myanmar
have been sustained and scaled through the trainers network.
2016
(REG)

5.

$25,000

MBI partnered with the Swiss Entrepreneurship Program to launch
the Viet Nam Mentor Initiative (VMI) in November 2016 to open
discussion among mentoring programs and ecosystem actors. The
VMI has been providing support to the MBI innovation challenges
and other ecosystem building programs.
2016
(REG)

4.

$25,000

n/a

$90,000

n/a

n/a

MBI worked with like-minded partners to launch WISE. WISE aims to
become the best-connected network of women-owned and led
startups in Viet Nam, and later throughout the Mekong region. It will
work as an open virtual platform where members can update and
exchange information about their businesses, their needs, their
searches, their offers, etc. At the same time, WISE will connect
members through in-person meet-ups, events, workshops,
incubation and acceleration programs, mentoring, study tours,
business matching, and other opportunities.

Co-financing includes partner contributions by Swiss EP. Resources leveraged includes value of mentorship provided by
the 11 program partners of VMI.
43 Co-financing is the value of ITC support for program design and training. Resources leveraged is estimate of the value
of the 40+ courses provided by trained trainers.
44 Co-financing includes $40,000 in sponsorship money and $50,000 in-kind from MTCO.
45 Co-financing includes $10,000 in sponsorship money from the Tigers@Mekong program, $80,000 in-kind from SIHUB,
SwissEP, Facebook's Shemeans business and Google's Women Will programs.
42
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2017
(REG)

7.

Mekong Agritech
Challenge (MATCh)

Fintech Challenge
Vietnam (FCV)46

Smart City Challenge
Vietnam (SCIC)

Viet Nam Shark
Tank47

n/a

$180,000

n/a

$30,000 (in
kind)

n/a

$500,000

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

$3,900,000

MBI supported the Vietnam Young Entrepreneur Association (VYEA)
to launch Shark Tank Viet Nam – a reality TV program on startup
investment. MBI’s role included technical inputs to VYEA on the
concept and show content and provided the show with access to
mentors through the Viet Nam Mentors Initiative that MBI helped to
set-up.
Co-financing

Outcome 4 Totals

n/a

MBI partnered TNB Ventures to organize the Smart City Challenge
Vietnam. The Smart City Steering Committees of major Viet Nam
urban centers identified key urban problems that needed innovative
solutions. The program attracted 200+ applications of which the top
20 flew to visit Viet Nam on market access tours and were matched
with program mentors to receive guidance from industry champions
and real demand-drivers in the cities of Viet Nam. Participants
subsequently participated in an eight-week virtual workshop to
contextualize and enhance their solutions for applications in Viet
Nam.
2017
(VIE)

10.

n/a

MBI partnered with the State Bank of Viet Nam, seven commercial
banks, and other corporate partners, to launch the first ever Fintech
Challenge Vietnam (FCV) that aims to incentivize adoption of the
latest financial technology and encourages collaboration among
banks and fintechs in order to promote financial inclusion in Viet
Nam. FCV attracted 140+ global fintech solutions. The best 16
fintech solutions will pitch to program partners in early 2018 for the
prize money and participation in incubation programs led by
commercial bank partners.
2017
(VIE)

9.

$30,000

MBI partnered with government and industry to launch MATCh to
gather developers of agricultural technologies and new business
models with the potential to reshape practices in the Greater
Mekong Sub-Region towards sustainable and inclusive growth. 23
finalists have been selected from a total of 127 applicants. The
cohort of finalists is made of 13 startups from the GMS Region and
10 global solution providers. The accelerator will be the opportunity
to learn, share and grow their businesses and technology with
mentors, industry experts, and investors. The finalists will pitch in
early 2018 to determine the winners of MATCh 2018.
2017
(VIE)

8.

n/a

Resources Leveraged

2016

2017

2016

2017

$478,000

$1,260,000

$225,000

$4,908,000
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Appendix V: Output Indicator Detail
Note: The numbers listed for 2015/2016 Achieved map to the numbers published in the 2016
MBI Annual Report and listed earlier in this document.
After that report was published, MBI’s M&E team tracked additional outputs for 2016 and
listed them in the charts below. Therefore, current results by year should be considered
general guidance as to the year an item was achieved. The body of this report highlights the
key output achievements from 2017.
Output 1: Improved public-private dialogue on the design and implementation
of PSD policies and regulations
Public-private stakeholder consultations
2014 Baseline

2015/16 Achieved

2017 Achieved

Total Achieved

Target

0

11

43

54

12

Year

2016

450%

Sub-project Code

MBI Results

CAM-01

Two consultative workshops with SMEs to assess their needs, challenges
and solutions in Phnom Penh and Siem Reap with around 300 SMEs; Three
consultation meetings with Young Entrepreneurs Association of Cambodia
(YEAC), Cambodia Women Entrepreneurs Association (CWEA), Cambodian
Chamber of Cambodia (CCC)

MULTI-06 CAM

Consultations with YEAs during Cambodia entrepreneurship week

LAO-01

Two consultations on the Investment Promotion Law and one on the first
Civil Code on the secured transaction chapter

LAO-02

Comments on policy to consider a second board

MULTI-06 LAO

Consultation for the LBWA Survey and for the Startup Survey in August
2016

MYA-01

One consultation held on PSD Framework

MYA-02

MFI stakeholder consultation

VIE-01

VIE-02
VIE-03

CAM-01
2017

Progress

MULTI-06 CAM
LAO-01
MULTI-06 LAO

(i) Household business consultation for formalization study; (ii) SME
consultation on draft SME Law; (iii) SME consultation on SME Development
Action plan; (iv) Private sector consultation on SME development activities;
and (v) MPI consultation on draft VC circular
(i) 4 dialogues under Resolution 19: 3 at the provincial levels and 1 at the
central level; (ii) WBAs activities: 3 workshops/dialogues with government
and law-making agencies; (iii) VPSF Forum 2016
2 consultations on the Da Nang City SME and Innovation Action Plan, in Da
Nang; 1 consultation in HCMC
(i) Consultation with YEAC and key ministries (commerce, industry, tourism,
labor, agriculture, etc.); (ii) two consultative meetings with YEAC, CWEA and
CCC; and (iii) discussion on SME taxation with Ministry of Economy and
Finance General Department of Tax, initiated by YEAC
Consultation on start-up eco-system mapping
Consultation workshop on Decree on Industrial and export processing
zones
(i) During the Mekong Startup Ecosystem Summit and (ii) the 10th Lao
Business Forum in March 2017
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VIE-01

(i) SME Development index consultation; and (ii) Household business
policies consultation

VIE-02

2 consultations with National Assembly on WBAs position

VIE-03

MULTI-06 VIE

MULTI-02 MYA

1 consultation in Ha Noi; 2 consultations with HCMC DOST regarding
policies and planning for implementing SME Inclusion Toolkit (formerly PPP
Lite)
(i) VPSF Forum 2017, at least 6 consultations, including on logistical
development strategy; new policy for renewable energy, promotional policy
for private investment in agriculture, especially precision agriculture, trade
facilitation, startup workshop with Deputy PM, and customs-business
meetings); (ii) APEC Women Entrepreneur Forum, by WISE; (iii) APEC
Workshop on Facilitating Market Access for Women-led MSMEs through Ecommerce, by WISE
MMFA-MFI consultation meeting, linking to ADB project on proposed credit
guarantee facility

PSD regulations or policies, drafted or commented on
2014 Baseline

2015/16 Achieved

2017 Achieved

Total Achieved

Target

0

15

23

38

18

Year

2016

210%

Sub-project Code

MBI Results

LAO-01

(i) Investment Promotion Law and (ii) Civil Code’s provision on secured
transactions

LAO-02

Comments on the policy to consider a second board

MYA-01

Comments on the PSD Action Plan process

MYA-02

14 recommendations to changes to regulations made in the Benchmarking
Survey

VIE-01

(i) Draft SME Support Law; (ii) Draft SME Action Plan; (iii) Draft VC Circular

VIE-02

(i) Resolution 19; (ii) SME Support Law focusing on positions of women's
business associations

VIE-03

Action plans for (i) Da Nang and (ii) HCMC

CAM-02

Input to the e-commerce law draft, by private sector’s e-commerce working
group

LAO-01

Decree on Industrial and export processing zones

VIE-01

2017

Progress

VIE-03

MULTI-06 VIE

(i) Draft SME Support Law, continuous work with; and (ii) SME Development
Index
(i) Hanoi Action Plan; (ii) Legal analysis of current Vietnamese regulations
on how SMEs can participate in small scale public projects, shared with
stakeholders in Da Nang and HCMC
(i) VPSF comments on (a) new policy on higher feed-in rate/tariff for
solar/renewable energy sold to the grid (adopted with 100% input from
VPSF); (b) revision of Law on tourism; (c) simplification of certification and
examination for imports; (d) new policy and supports for startups; (e)
logistic development strategy; (f) new resolution on the development of the
private sector, and (ii) SME Support Law's Implementation decrees on
supporting women-owned businesses, by WISE
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Policy issues on PSD policy and regulation identified in white papers and other
diagnostic work and submitted to government by business groups and other partners,
including gender dimensions
2014 Baseline

2015/16 Achieved

2017 Achieved

Total Achieved

Target

0

21

11

32

30

Year

Sub-project Code

LAO-01
MULTI-06 LAO
VIE-01
2016

VIE-02

LAO-01
VIE-01
2017

MULTI-06 LAO

Multi-06 VIE

Progress

107%

MBI Results

LNCCI white paper on the draft Investment Promotion Law, submitted to
the Ministry of Planning and Investment
Survey report on support for WOB submitted by LBWA to the Ministry of
Commerce and Women Union
(i) support for WOB; (ii) Funding mechanism for startups; (iii) Support for
startups and innovation; (iv) Business support services; (v) Delegation of
support authority for local governments
(i) Support for WOBs; (ii) Implementation of Resolution 19 on Tax; (iii)
Implementation of Resolution 19 on Customs; (iv) VPSF Recommendations
in 10 industries/sectors of: (a) digital economy, (b) Agriculture, (c) Education
and Training; (d) Distribution and Logistics; (e) Financial market; (f) Industry
and Supporting Industries; (g) Clean energy and energy saving; (h)
Integration and globalization; (i) Start-up and innovation; (j) Industry
clusters
(i) LNCCI comments on the draft decree on industrial and export processing
zones was submitted to the MPI by LNCCI with MBI support and (ii) LNCCI
successful advocacy for its independence from Ministry of Commerce
(i) Formalization of household businesses; and (ii) Challenges and
difficulties faced by SMEs
Policy wish list for startups presented to MOIC and MOST. In addition, two
specific wish lists (on internet fees and on business license) were presented
to Government at the 10th Lao Business Forum
(i) Positions papers/comments by VPSF, including on (a) agriculture and
energy policy, (b) comment on import procedures of fertilizers, (c)
comments on trade facilitation regulations, (d) comments on party
resolution) and (ii) increasing access to finance for women-led SMEs;
assessment of women entrepreneurship policy in piloted countries, by WISE

Media coverage of work supported by MBI and its partners (across three outputs)
2014 Baseline
0

2015/16 Achieved

2017 Achieved

Total Achieved

Target

518 articles

1260 articles
123.7m views

1778 articles
133m views

1,000 articles

2.87m social shares

2.87m social shares

20m views

9.3m views

48

Progress

178% (articles)
650% (views)

Year

MBI Results

2016

518 articles, 9.3 million views

2017

By end of August 2017: 1,260 pieces of coverage; 2.87m social shares; 133 million coverage views

48

See methodology explanation in Appendix III.
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Output 2: A more robust financing environment for SMEs, particularly through
the promotion of alternative financing solutions
Policy issues on alternative finance identified in white papers and other diagnostic
work and submitted to government
2014 Baseline

2015/16 Achieved

2017 Achieved

Total Achieved

Target

0

3

2

5

5

Year

2016

2017

Progress
100%

Sub-project Code

MBI Results

LAO-02

SME Listing Board (PAM) feasibility study

MYA-02

Microfinance benchmarking survey and report

MULTI-01b

Bootcamp benchmarking outputs: (i) P2P lending; (ii) Mobile Money

MULTI-02 MYA

Agri-finance regulatory brief

MULTI-01b

Planned: “deep dives” and “hackathons” developed in Viet Nam in support
of our to-be-launched “Fintech Challenge Program”, including discussions
on regulatory issues

Alternative financing business models, products, groups, and network pilots
supported
2014 Baseline

2015/16 Achieved

2017 Achieved

Total Achieved

Target

0

6

9

15

11

Year

Sub-project Code

MULTI-01a
2016

MULTI-01b

136%

MBI Results

Support to Angel Groups in (i) Cambodia, (ii) Lao PDR, and (iii & iv)
Myanmar
(i) Banhji accounting software Cambodia; (ii) Pay+ Lao PDR; (iii) CiC lenders
club online

MULTI-02 MYA

(i) Warehouse financing and (ii) equipment finance for maize value chain

MULTI-03

KIU pay

MULTI-01a
2017

Progress

MULTI-01b
MULTI-02 MYA

(i) Support to CiC platform Cambodia, (ii) HAWEE Vietnam, (iii) Kiu Viet
Nam, Cambodia, Myanmar
Initial support to HAWEE (plus continuous support to Bahnji, CiC, Pay+,
Kiu)
(i) Yoma Bank semi-secured seasonal working capital loan product for
large corn dealers (traders)
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Business support and business advocacy networks or associations promoting
alternative investment supported
2014 Baseline

2015/16 Achieved

2017 Achieved

Total Achieved

Target

0

2

1

3

5

Year

60%

Sub-project Code

MBI Results

MULTI-01a

MAIN

MULTI-01b

One informal regional group (regional regulators that participated in the
Nov 2016 boot camp are linked via MBI activities and Facebook club)

MULTI-01b

Fintech Club of Vietnam supported through innovative “Fintech Challenge
Program”

2016

2017

Progress

Output 3: A more dynamic innovation ecosystem that encourages
entrepreneurship and promotes technology commercialization
Policy issues related to innovation and entrepreneurship identified in white papers and
other diagnostic work and submitted to government
2014 Baseline

2015/16 Achieved

2017 Achieved

Total Achieved

Target

0

11

5

16

18

Year

Sub-project Code

VIE-01
MULTI-06 CAM
MULTI-06 LAO
2016

VIE-03

Progress
89%

MBI Results

(i) Best practices in Business Development Services; and (ii) Start-up
ecosystem development best practices
Innovation Ecosystem Mapping Phnom Penh shared by YEAC with Ministry
of Economy and Finance
Lao Innovation Ecosystem Mapping presented and submitted to LNCCI,
MOC and related agencies
(i) Report on competitiveness improvement and global economic
integration for HCMC; (ii) Analysis of policies and situation of SMEs in Da
Nang for the development of start-ups and innovation Action Plan; (iii)
Legal review of SMEs support policies - country level, Da Nang and HCMC;
(iv) Review of policies supporting science and technology innovation in Da
Nang

MULTI-06 VIE

VPSF white papers on (i) digital economy and (ii) on startups

MULTI-04

TEN evaluations of HCMC, Da Nang, PP

CAM-02

Study on e-commerce readiness, shared publicly and with government by
private sector

VIE-01

Challenges and difficulties faced by SMEs in the SME White Book

VIE-03

(i) Legal analysis of SME Inclusion in Public Services, first draft completed
and shared and (ii) survey of readiness of SMEs to participate in the
provision of public services, completed in July 2017, submitted to MBI, and
presented to Da Nang City Government in August 2017 (leading to
piloting phase for SME Inclusion)

MULTI-06 VIE

VPSF white paper on startups and funding mechanisms

2017
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Entrepreneurship and innovation support program pilots
2014 Baseline

2015/16 Achieved

2017 Achieved

Total Achieved

Target

0

5

3

8

9

Year
2016
2017

Progress
89%

Sub-project Code

MBI Results

VIE-03

(i) SIHUB; (ii) DNES; (iii) Startup fair Da Nang; (iv) Hatch Fair 2016

MULTI-06 VIE

(i) Social Innovation Camp under Hatch Fair; and 2. Saigon Startup
Festival

MULTI-04

MIST (12 startups accelerated and 10 market access); MATCh

Innovation business models (that help SME get started and grow)
2014 Baseline

2015/16 Achieved

2017 Achieved

Total Achieved

Target

0

5

6

11

10

Year

2016

2017

Progress
110%

Sub-project Code

MBI Results

LAO-03

Support provided to IRP information portal

MULTI-03

(i) KIU B2B e-commerce market and (ii) KIU ERP (enterprise resource
planning)

MULTI-05

Network of ITC trainers and trainees in Viet Nam

MULTI-06

Support to VYEA work with Shark Tank Viet Nam

CAM-01

Support to the creation of BIC

MULTI-04

MIST

MULTI-05

Network of ITC trainers and trainees in Myanmar

MULTI-06 VIE

Two acceleration programs for women-led startups (training, mentorship,
coaching, pitching, and networking opportunities), by WISE (and
continuous support to Shark Tank)

MULTI-06 LAO

Co-working space (Toh-X) acceleration and incubation program

Business support and business advocacy networks or associations that promote
innovation supported
2014 Baseline

2015/16
Achieved

2017 Achieved

Total Achieved

Target

0

4

1

5

8

Year

2016

2017

Progress
63%

Sub-project
Code

MBI Results

VIE-03

The Vietnam Mentoring Initiative Network (VMI) launched Nov 2016, with
nearly 10 mentoring groups/organizations joining

MULTI-06
CAM
MULTI-06
VIE
MULTI-06
VIE

Support of YEAs in CMV (includes support for ASEAN YEA)
Support of VYEAs in CMV
(i) VPSF coalition of business associations in policy advocacy and (ii)
establishing the WISE network which supports women startups with 20
partners joining
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Appendix VI: Innovation Challenge Finalists
MIST 2017 Finalists
Market Access Program – Finalists from acround the world qualified for market access tours in
CLMV.
Company
Name

Company Description

Awards and Known Results

Adventure
Bucket List

Empowering excursion vendors and
alternative accommodations to make their
offerings online and bookable. Inventories are
shared on a dedicated marketplace and app.

Received a $50,000 investment from
500 Startups Vietnam to supplement
MIST’s market access support in
Vietnam. They are a B2G company, in
dialogue with the Hue and Ho Chi
Minh City departments of tourism.

Baolau

Booking
Boss

BorderPass

Divui

Golfreserve

Jeju Olle

LokaLocal

Savvi Travel

TakeMeTour

Urban Tales

Interconnects Southeast Asia by calculating
and comparing routes between all cities and
facilitating ticket booking for all means of
travel transportation.
A cloud-based hospitality and tourism
management platform. Streamlining booking
and inventory processes for attractions, tour
operators, and activity suppliers.
BorderPass is pioneering the world's first
cloud passport to expedite you through
airport immigration.
Introducing Vietnamese travelers to the best
destinations, tours and activities within South
East Asia on a single booking platform.
Providing golfers with a fuss-free way to track
tee times and discover new courses while
traveling.
Building walking trails that allow travelers to
discover nature, culture and people. The trails
contribute to the local economies by
promoting small business development.
Connecting travelers to locals who can lead
them to unique and authentic experiences.
Providing a mobile platform that encourages
traveling smarter and creates a digital
presence for offline businesses.
Connecting travelers and local experts for a
personalized city experience. This sharing
economy boosts community well-being and
increases wealth distribution.
Combining mysteries, actors and history with
self-guided tours. Travelers are immersed in
life-sized investigations while gaining a deep
understanding of local culture.
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They are in the process of
negotiating for expansion to
Myanmar.

Added a number of golf courses in
Vietnam to their bookable directory.

Launched tour inventory in Lao PDR
as a result of their market access
tour.

Launched tour inventory in
Cambodia as a result of their market
access tour.
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Zip Event

A data-driven event marketing platform.
Promoting events to foreign business
travelers while improving events for local
organizers.

Startup Accelerator - Finalists from CLMV qualified to pitch their business plans to investors
at the Mekong Tourism Forum on June 6, 2017 in Luang Prabang, Lao PDR. Four finalists won
a Mekong Business Initiative Innovation Grant.
Company
Name

Country

Artisan
Origins by
TAEC

Lao PDR

Bayo

Viet Nam

Company Description
Artisan Origins offers authentic, high
quality crafts from rural ethnic
communities in Lao PDR, a café and
information center about visiting
handicraft communities, and displays
about the ethnic groups, cultural context
and techniques demonstrated through
the crafts.
Bayo’s mission is to help Vietnamese
make the best travel decisions by
helping them find the right travel
information, right suppliers, right
products and prices, and to interact with
local suppliers easily

Cambodia

BookMeBus connects travelers and bus
operators in real time, helping bus
companies fill their seats and users find
the most cost-effective ways to easily
get around the region.

CamboTicket

Cambodia

CamboTicket aggregates bus, ferry and
private taxi bookings around Cambodia
and Laos into one platform, creating an
even playing field for over 40 operators.

Chameleon
City

Viet Nam

Chameleon City is an on-demand chatbased service providing travel and
lifestyle answers from local experts, 24/7.

Viet Nam

Dichung uses technology to promote
low-impact rideshare transportation
options, giving drivers the chance to
trade free seats in their vehicles, and
working with taxi companies to develop
vanpools.

BookMeBus

Dichung
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Awards and Known
Results
Won a runner-up price
($7,000) of the 2017
Mekong Business
Initiative Innovation
Grant.

Working with the market
access program to
explore expansion to
Myanmar. Valuation has
doubled and they are in
the process of
negotiating for
expansion to Myanmar.
Won a runner-up price
($7,000) of the 2017
Mekong Business
Initiative Innovation
Grant. They are in the
process of negotiating
for expansion to
Myanmar.
Won a runner-up price
($7,000) of the 2017
Mekong Business
Initiative Innovation
Grant.
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ezStay

GoP

GuideInsider

I Love Asia

Myanmar

ezStay offers hotel reviews and instant
booking confirmation, including for
hotels and guesthouses without an
online presence, broadening and
simplifying accommodation bookings
for travelers in Myanmar.

Myanmar

GoP is an online tour platform amassing
providers and options into one place,
offering high-quality service, reliable
bookings and instant confirmation.

Cambodia

GuideInsider offers comprehensive incountry guidance on local sights and
activities, including history, opening
times, available tour guides, possible
tour packages and user reviews.

Viet Nam

I Love Vietnam/I Love Asia offers
women-led motorbike tours of Hoi An
and Hue while supporting projects for
disadvantaged communities in the cities
where they operate.

Ma Te Sai

Lao PDR

Morning
Rooms

Viet Nam

Ma Te Sai preserves cultural heritages
while developing skills and offering
employment options for youth in
Nambak through tourism to unique
TaiLue villages via a multipurpose
information center and roadside café.
Morning Rooms is Vietnam’s largest
budget hotel network, helping
economical tourists find the right quality
rooms for the price they need.

Won the top price
($10,000) of the 2017
Mekong Business
Initiative Innovation
Grant.

WISE Women’s
Leadership Award
Winner ($2,000).
Expanded tours to Ha
Noi and Ho Chi Minh
City, planning expansion
beyond Viet Nam.

WISE Women’s
Leadership Award
Winner ($2,000)

SCIC 2017 Finalists
Smart Cities Innovation Challenge finalists pitched at the Demo Day on November 13, 2017 in
Hanoi, Viet Nam.
Company Name

Country

BK-Holdings
Co., LTD.

Viet Nam

Bright
Innovations

Israel and
China

Canopy Power

Singapore

Company Description

Awards and Known Results

SCIC pitch focused on
developing bicycle-based
public transit support
solutions.
Delivers information and
technology support for the
smart city vision.
Provides renewable energy
MICROGRID solutions.
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Cisco

USA

Evreka

Turkey

Provides integrated
environment for cities
moving to IoT-based
solutions.
Provides real-time logistic
solutions from end-to-end
municipalities and waste
collection companies.
GridComm - A smart street
lighting solution for cities
and their partner, and
G Element, a 3D software
company focusing on
smart cities and buildings.

gridComm and
G Element

Singapore

Hoa Phong
E&C
Investment and
Development
JSC.

Viet Nam

Develops medical
wastewater treatment
solution.

Innovopolis

Switzerland

Helps cities manage waste
more effectively and
sustainably.

Mimosa
Technology
(MimosaTEK)

Viet Nam

Urban agriculture startup
providing irrigation
solutions for all crops.

NCTECH

Viet Nam

SmartClean
Technologies
Pte Ltd

Singapore

WaterRoam

Singapore

Won first price ($5,000) at SCIC
Demo Day. In conversation with two
local partners regarding deploying
solutions in Viet Nam.

Won second price ($2,000) at SCIC
Demo Day. Communicating with
government leaders in Da Nang
and Buon Me Thuot in Vietnam and
Taipei, China.

Mobile application for
booking parking spaces.
Monitoring and alerting of
cleanliness of public toilets
through sensors and
intelligent algorithms.
Develop water filtration
solutions to enable quick
access to clean drinking
water in disaster-hit
locations.

Whizpace

Singapore

Provide communication
solutions to utilize TV
White Space to expand
global connections.

Xjera Labs

Singapore

Develop smart video
content analytics.

XRvision

Singapore

Creates facial recognition
software for uncontrolled
environments.
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Won honorable mention at Demo
Day because of their potential to
enable remote connectivity.
Receiving additional support from
IE Singapore. In conversation with
corporates and government
partners across Viet Nam.
Signed a non-disclosure agreement
with Vietnam Post and
Telecommunications Group (VNPT).
VNPT plans to integrate company
technologies into their proposals
with multiple Vietnamese provinces.
Won second price ($3,000) at SCIC
Demo Day.
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